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### Robert Adam
Director of Robert Adam Architects in Winchester, UK, where he has practiced since 1971. He has a long history of work on speculative housing and master planning with detailed planning permission. Adam’s work includes numerous papers and books, is widely published and exhibited; he lectures world-wide and is one of the founders of INTBAU.

### Joanna Alimannestra
Has an architectural practice in Brussels, Belgium, and Southampton, N.Y. Already by the late 1980’s, Joanna was a new urbanist by instinct if not by training, as she took on the role of urban and architectural advisor to the Rue de Laeken redevelopment project in downtown Brussels.

### European Projects

- **Baden Nord (Switzerland)**
- **Rue de Laeken (Belgium)**
- **Jarla Sjo (Sweden)**
- **Quartier am Tacheles (Germany)**
- **Rooster (British)**

### European Resources

- **The Prince’s Foundation for the Built Environment**
- **The Foundation for Urban Renewal**
- **International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture & Urbanism: Mission and Activities**
- **Council for European Urbanism: Forming a Charter**
COUNCIL FOR EUROPEAN URBANISM
THE DECLARATION OF BRUGES
APRIL 2003

The Council for European Urbanism is dedicated to the well being of the people of Europe by the re-creation of humane cities, towns and countryside.

European cities, towns and countryside are under threat from:

- Waste of land and cultural resources.
- Social segregation and isolation.
- Monofunctional development.
- Loss of local, regional and national cohesion, character and distinctiveness.

Twelve Challenges for European Urbanism:

1. Poorly integrated housing: slab and tower blocks and low-density sprawl.
3. Disposable buildings and short life-cycle developments.
5. Public realm made from leftover space.
7. Indiscriminate road and street design.
9. Autocratic planning methods and over-regulation.
10. Destruction of villages through decay, abandonment or suburbanisation.
11. Disruptive infill and dysfunctional zoning in urban areas.
12. Non-contextual guidelines and regulations in historic areas.

The Council for European Urbanism will take up the 12 Challenges, develop a program, organization and strategy and set up national chapters. A draft charter will be drawn up and presented in Stockholm in November 2003.
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Towards Ecological Urban Growth Patterns
By Léon Krier

Participating at the EuroCouncil in Bruges and the Washington, D.C., CNUS conference in June made me aware of how far the techniques of traditional urban planning have been modernized and that they are now capable of resolving most urban planning issues worldwide. A number of minds have been decisive in rediscovering, maturing and applying these techniques. New urbanism reflects a practical approach to human settlement and is hoped that it will remain free of any forms of dogmatism and moralism. Rather than impose alien forms of architecture and urbanism, new urbanists consider it self-evident that human settlements should be ecological, respectful of human differences, of their desires for privacy as well as for community — in short, that they should sustain humans in justifiable pursuits of happiness.

Fondling over the meaning of a multitude of brilliant projects, realizations and presentations, it became clear to me that most of our projects merely respond to actual commissions; and even though they represent immense improvements within the established urban development areas, they generally do very little to improve the ecological viability of urban growth patterns. Settling the deserts, or swelling existing megalopolis areas looks to me in the long term to be ecologically untenable and probably futile, whatever the quality of the urbanism and architecture. Global warming is a fact, and evidencing the global ecological carrying capacities of the planet Earth, by continents and regions, seems to me to be now the foremost goal of science; it is not a matter of academic interest but of the survival of the human race.

The foremost goal of new urbanism is, then, not merely to improve the quality of development and buildings but to ensure that future urban growth patterns and their buildings be founded on an ecological rather than a suicidal metabolism of man and nature. The new urbanist lexicon delivers the tools and new urbanism the visions of ecological settlements, but it is up to science to identify the sites and density of such settlements, their maximum populations, and the quality of their agriculture, forestry and industries.

The Gift of Wonder
By Léopold Lippens, Mayor Knokke-Heist, Belgium

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I would not dare to have the pretension of being able to talk about architecture. But I am very proud that so many famous architects of the new urbanism movement have taken the time to come to this beautiful part of Belgium – of Flanders, where the trees are still bent by the North Sea wind along the canals of Damme and Bruges, where the sunsets and the colors fire the imagination of the Flemish painters, where the gree still freely fly and where the people still live in an environment which is more than acceptable.

Because when you look at the world today, there are fewer and fewer people who have this gift of awareness, the gift of being able to see the beauty of simple things: "Je dit d’expressionnalisme."
And when you look at the beauty those people created years ago — those who built Bruges, Venice, Damme, Chant, the cathedrals, parts of Italy and Greece — that is beauty, and thousands of people come to look at it.

But a lot of those people are depressed. They spend one-third of their lives in a car with their heads 20 centimeters from the roof; they spend another one-third of their lives working in offices where the ceilings are very low; and when they get home they live in apartments where the ceilings crush them. That is why I am glad we could create, from scratch, a beautiful project in Hoolebroek, where the cost of living has been kept low and where the people, instead of living in a “ghetto” of poverty, will be living in a place, in surroundings of quality that they will be proud and happy to live in.

I am so happy that Monsieur Krier and Monsieur Duany have made this possible. Because instead of creating these awful modern buildings — that all look alike and that all have been imagined by architects who think by giving a certain accent they are doing something fantastique – they have produced an absolutely marvelous master plan. And a master plan is like a Persian rug, which in itself is beautiful. But if I give you a scissors and you cut one piece of this Persian rug, you will only have a piece of cloth, and the Persian rug will have disappeared. So this master plan, where not everything is calculated in return of money, but where beauty still has its place, is very important.
Learning From les Etats-Unis
By John Massengale

A common comment among the Europeans at the Belgian EuroCounsel was, “We don’t need new urbanism— that’s an American idea— we have old urbanism.” That’s one reason why forming a new Council for European Urbanism was a more popular choice than forming a European chapter of the Congress for the New Urbanism. The idea that new urbanism is similar or equivalent to old urbanism implies that new urbanism is just about the form of cities. But NU is more than that. It is different than old urbanism in three fundamental ways that should be considered during the formation of the CEU.

1. New urbanism accommodates and specifically addresses contemporary issues such as parking counts, financing, expectations of developers and negotiating the development with the community. It is a body of work and ideas that grows more complete every year.

2. New urbanism is a collective movement, which can accomplish more than individuals acting individually. While on the whole, Europeans have tended to approach each project individually and as individuals.

3. The Europeans are very sophisticated when it comes to designing traditional urban design to their fellow practitioners; to the various bodies that must finance, approve and build the designs; and to the general public, both citizens and buyers.

There are several possible lessons from American new urbanism about how the CEU might be organized and how it will grow. A charter like the CEU’s is not the voting booth represents their only possible way to participate in the democratic process. A civic group that has developed for the public forum. Bob Gibbs’ talk in Stockholm will show how new urbanists worked to engage all the specialists involved in building today in the public forum. Bob Gibbs— and then helped to disseminate it in lectures around the country. Books like “The Geography of Nowhere,” “Suburban Nation” and “The Next American Metropolis” followed, and other new urbanists such as Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk took the message into university programs.

The ideas had to be developed and then communicated. As the ideas spread, new urbanism is the same one we saw in the Municipal Arts Society. The CNU gave new urbanism a public face that individuals never could, transforming a body of work into a national movement. The CNU office in San Francisco was there to speak for new urbanism, to coordinate efforts, form alliances with other organizations, fund research and publications, and hold annual meetings that grew from 200 to 1,200, introducing people to each other and their work and providing a sense of community.

The congresses showed that new urbanism was bigger than any individual. And for other organizations like the ULI and the Sierra Club to endorse the principles of new urbanism, the principles had to be bigger than any single person or office. Chartismatic leaders were essential in selling the ideas, but they needed the imprimatur of an organization and a movement.

During its own process of growth, the CEU needs to specifically address this question: What are the elements most needed for old urbanism to overcome the current political, economic, social and artistic systems? In order to answer that question, it’s necessary to identify the biggest impediments to change. In the United States, those include architects, planners, engineers, financial systems, developers, builders, environmentalists, fire chiefs and NIMBYs.

What are the next steps for the CEU? How will it sell its ideas to others? Who will sell its ideas to others, and who will make those ideas stick? Will it grow like the CNU — essentially a professional organization for designers, developers and their consultants — or will it emulate successful grass-roots organizations, as the environmentalists did in the Sierra Club and the Nature Conservancy?

The American experience can provide lessons for all these questions, but in the end, it is the Europeans who must answer the questions.
The CEU: Continuing the Effort Overseas
By Andrés Duany

When reason could there be for yet another organization dedicated to the projection of a civilized European urbanism? There are reasons enough listed in the proto-charter that was conceived at the recent Bruges Council, but none is as important as one that remained unstated: Whatever other organizations exist, they are not effective enough.

Year after year, cities and landscapes wither under the proposals of private developers and public agencies. We know that the damage is due to venality, confusion and ineptitude; but the root causes have not been fully analyzed and the antidotes systematically formulated. To address this, the Congress for European Urbanism will be dedicated in Stockholm this November.

The CEU will study both failures and successes, wherever they may be found. The intention is to evaluate both socialist and capitalist practices and hybrids too. To study practices current, emergent and long-dead. The members of the CEU intend to become experts in the projection of a sophisticated civilization: It will require a state of mind comprehensively; to embed them into existing systems, and thus to deflect the course of modernity’s ravages on the European environment.

This will require a state of mind uncommon in an old and immensely sophisticated civilization: It will require an intellectual effort free of the ideolog. No preconception, whether political, social or artistic, will be exempt from use or scrutiny. There will be clear analysis and formulations clearly translated into operational techniques. The CEU will produce policy papers and model projects, membership drives, educational curricula, codes and ordinances, technical standards, manuals, propaganda, public agitation — whatever engagement is necessary to replace the systems that are doing the damage.

To that end, what is to be the model of organizational reform? We might ask ourselves what the last campaign of reform was that changed the planning paradigm comprehensively. There is only one contender: The Congress International de L’Architecture Moderne, CIAM. In a brilliant campaign, from 1927 to 1959, CIAM succeeded in changing the world, the result being the preceding disastrous half-century and present state of European urbanism.

Today, CIAM’s propositions are what we must oppose. Its inventions have destroyed vast sectors of urban and rural Europe. The fact that they are sustained, this despite constant evidence of failure, that they still control the design Mandarinate, is reason to emulate it all the more. CIAM as an instrument was able to impose itself categorically on a mature culture. This is something to be closely studied to see what can be learned. If we are to counter the depredations of CIAM, then let us use CIAM’s methods.

How do we know that this strategy will succeed? Of that there is already evidence. Twelve years ago a group of American urbanists assembled. They too were concerned by the destruction of magnificent cities and the abuse of the beautiful countryside.

This small group grew to become the Congress for the New Urbanism, now with over 2,000 members. The CNU was based explicitly on the CIAM model — with a charter, congresses, various specialized publications, polemical projects, and alliances with groups that add the CNU urban position to their core agendas.

CNU’s success in affecting real reform has been stunning. It is fast becoming a comprehensive alternative. An alternative to what? That, too, could be of interest to the CEU. We know that we have a common cause, but perhaps we may also have a common opponent. What the CEU has against it is not just the classic, socialist, rationalist, austere manifestations of CIAM; but also its late degenerate manifestation: American-style sprawl.

For CIAM only became monstrous when the premises set forth by its clever and well-intentioned European pioneers were grafted onto the hyper-affluence and the market orientation of North America. The result was no longer the “tower in the park” but a violent sub-urbanism that consumes the countryside and eviscerates the cities.

This is the new affliction of Europe. The problem is no longer just the imposition of modernism where it is not justified. It now encompasses the kitch housing clusters, the highway shopping centers and the isolated office parks. These will prove to be the most insidious of problems, because they are temporarily profitable and superficially popular.

This is a mature phenomenon in the United States, and it is only now well understood. Only recently have Europeans encountered the affluence and laissez-faire governments that afforded the widespread ownership of automobiles — at the rate of one per adult. It is only recently that the huge European middle class has become extensive enough to impose its cultural preferences at the urban scale. It was not too long ago that the then-working class was grateful to find a dwelling, whenever and however it was. Now everyone has a choice — and it is not reason or high culture that is the common preference. It is only very recently that the European consumer society has become massive enough to break the commercial logic of the urban center and to access the proliferation of cheap products through big-box retailing.

This phenomenon is nothing less than the globalization of North American living habits. This will become the greatest of all the challenges confronting the CEU.

The American Congress for the New Urbanism has studied these problems and has formulated alternatives.

The CNU is at the service of the CEU, for the advice and the solidarity that it can provide.
New Urbanism in Europe

By Gabriele Tagliaventi

On November 19, 1992, His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales visited a site in the historical center of Brussels accompanied by seven young architects. The press extensively covered the event because the site was famous as the “red district,” and the prince was there for the demolition of one of the first skyscrapers built in the core of the European capital city in the ‘60s. It was a rainy day and the area was completely covered with mud, but the spirit of HRH was high; a positive mood was inexorably spreading among the group. In fact, after a 30-year, perverse process of desertification of the urban center – with thousands of inhabitants forced to abandon their houses and move into the suburbs to make room for towers to host the European Commission offices – something different was about to happen. After years and years of protests, counter-projects, and fierce battles between the citizens and the politicians, the largest investor in the Belgian area (the AG Group, today known as the Fortis Group) decided to start a completely new policy in its real estate division.

Instead of building a new tower for their headquarters, the AG managers opted for the demolition of the old skyscraper. In its place, they decided to construct a new urban neighborhood around a large urban block, where half of the site was to be occupied by a new courtyard building headquarters, and the rest left for the reconstruction of a series of urban houses along the main street, Rue de Laeken.

If not revolutionary, one could say this was highly radical. Rebuilding the urban fabric instead of suburbanizing the center. Demolishing skyscrapers and developing new traditional mixed-use buildings. Revitalizing the urban area by offering apartments and townhouses for young couples and families as an alternative to the suburban escape.

The project (which became famous as the “Reconstruction of the Rue de Laeken”), started in 1989 with an international architectural competition held by both the AG Group, a strategic escape for young couples and families as an alternative to the destruction of the traditional city that followed the 1968 Expo and the decision by the EU to establish its main headquarters in Brussels. Despite the opposition of the architectural establishment and the lack of social conscience by local politicians and EU bureaucrats, this operation of urban renaissance opened the way to new methods of intervention in the urban area, demonstrating that profit and a harmonious environment were not contradictory terms.

After the demolition, work on the site continued as scheduled. In February 1993, construction began on the new traditional buildings that had started as winning entries in the 1989 International Architectural Competition. Finally, the new block was officially opened in spring 1995 with 41 residences, one office, 13 shops and two underground parking lots, plus the new office complex for the insurance company, arranged around the inner courtyard.

The Reconstruction of the Rue de Laeken in Brussels definitely marked the success of new urbanism in Europe. It demonstrated that a new policy of urban development was available, that the traditional city could be a model for the construction of the new urban environment. It was very successful and gave rise to many imitations all around the city of Brussels and throughout the old continent. For the first time, a different image of their capital city was offered to Europeans, a change different from the usual sadness emanated by the EU bureaucracy.

Nevertheless, the movement for the new urbanism in Europe has a complex and deeply rooted history. Right after the end of World War II, a professor in Rome, Sucregrado Muratori, started a series of research projects on architectural typology and urban morphology. His studies presented the process of constructing the European city as based upon simple and rational rules: the persistence of the urban lot, the evolution of the architectural type, the organization of the lots within a larger aggregation (the block), the hierarchical structure of the network of streets and squares. While Muratori was working in Italy, a German professor, Karl Gruber, published a book on the urban development of the German city through history, presenting another alternative to the theories of the modernist movement.

However, the key figure in the development of new urbanism in Europe is no doubt Lord Krier. While he continues the tradition of Muratori and Gruber, Krier has provided architects, planners, students and professors with a global theory on how to design and build new traditional cities – a true comprehensive alternative to modernism. His projects for La Villette in Paris (1976) and the new quarters for the European Union in Luxembourg (1978) presented for the first time the manifesto for a polycentric city built as a federation of urban neighborhoods. His influence all around Europe has been immense.

Another decisive factor in the development of the movement was surely the campaign HRH The Prince
In 2001, a new school has been founded at Viseu, Portugal, under the direction of José Cornelio Da Silva, with Lucien Steil and José Baganha as professors. Also in that year, the International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture and Urbanism (INTBAU) was established and organized an international charrette for the reconstruction of the Neumarkt neighborhood in central Dresden.

At the beginning of the new millennium, despite the modernist revival that produces the same brutalist monsters as those of the ‘60s and ‘70s in the peripheries of virtually all European cities, the movement for the new urbanism in Europe seems to be deeply rooted in history, and, by linking with its parentage and American friends, is ready to begin a new exciting adventure towards the construction of a better environment.

Endnotes
1 The seven architects were the winners of the architectural competition of 1989: lots 1A and 1B: Gabriele Tagliaventi & Associates - Bologna, Italy; Lot 2: Marc Hucin and Michel Laloup - Brussels, Belgium; Lot 3: Sylvie Assens, Bartholomy Dumons, Philippe Gicquel, Nathalie Prat-Trudoux, France; Lot 4: Jean-Philippe Guirme, Valentine Negr - Paris, France; Lot 5: Javier Cenicacelaya, Inigo Saloña - Bilbao, Spain; Lot 6: Liam O’Connor, John Robins - London, UK; Lot 7: Joseph Altuna, Marie Laure Petit - Poitiers, France; the associate architect in Brussels was Olivier Da Mot.
2 Karl Gruber, Die Gestalt der Deutschen Stadt, Callwey, Munich 1954.
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Differences Between the Historic Urban Experience in Europe and the USA

By Robert Adam

New urbanism seeks to learn from the traditional city. The historic urban experience is, therefore, of some importance. The United States and Europe share a significant common cultural and political heritage. It is often assumed that the historic urban experience in the United States is also substantially the same as that in Europe. This is not the case.

Each collection of states on each side of the Atlantic shares a common crisis in urban sprawl and suburbanization and needs to learn from one another. We must ensure that, in our common attempts to solve a shared problem, we do not create a cultural homogenization of a different kind. We need to understand our differences.

Europe is even less of a single entity than the United States. A rudimentary understanding of European history will make this obvious. It is a continent with a long history of very diverse and often violently conflicting cultures. These differences leave their physical mark. While individual states in the United States have very different characters and laws, under the Union they have all worked to the same fundamental political and social principles and with a common official administration that was either minimal or had quite different priorities to any we would recognize today. Progressive and unplanned growth and the passage of time would recognise today. Progressive and unplanned growth and the passage of time also led to varied patterns of land ownership and beyond the immediate area of urban development that is the predominant characteristic of the American city. The 1785 Federal township-and-range grid system was a typical pragmatic response to land colonization necessitated by unpredictable growth – the population of the United States increased by 400 percent from 1800 to 1850.

In all these respects, the predominant European urban experience is different from that of the United States.

The subservience of the urban plan to the underlying topography and the geological origin of building materials are a consequence of the preindustrial origin of most European towns. Without the benefit of industrial technology it was a waste of scarce resources to do other than respond to the local environment as it was found. In particular, the movement of heavy building materials over very poor quality roads was difficult, and sophisticated local construction techniques evolved around available building materials and the local climate. These give each area, sometimes of no more than a few square miles, its own unique character.

Beyond the eastern seaboard and the southern rivers, most cities in the United States were founded and laid out in the age of steam. There was both the belief in and the capability to conquer nature. Local topography seemed insignificant in the face of a rapid colonization that was seen, in the words of Thomas Jefferson in 1824, as "the progress of man from the infancy of creation to the present day." There also existed the means and technology to construct similar buildings economically and at speed. The availability of virgin timber and invention of the balloon frame house in 1830 allowed the same building type to be transported by train and erected anywhere. (In much of western and southern Europe there had been a timber shortage for centuries.)

The progressive growth of many European cities from very small historic cores set on crossroads or river crossings (often dating back for millennia) led to primary or simply land grabs in times of social instability. The principal exceptions to these complex city plans are the gridded remnants of Roman street plans, the inner core of some fortified cities and 18th and 19th century organized urban expansion. Such plans were often responding to rapid colonization of sparsely populated countryside by a dominant incoming culture or the need to accommodate a rapid growth in population – the same factors behind the colonization of the North American continent in the 19th century.

Indeed, it is this urban grid imposed on land regardless of topography and beyond the immediate area of urban development that is the predominant characteristic of the American city. The 1785 Federal township-and-range grid system was a typical pragmatic response to land colonization necessitated by unpredictable growth – the population of the United States increased by 400 percent from 1800 to 1850.
All'aperto: Reflections of a New Urbanist in Europe

By Victor Deupi

"La bellezza e la promessa della felicità (Beauty is the promise of happiness)" Italian proverb

New Urbanism – isn’t that a popular movement in North America aimed at addressing the problems of suburban sprawl and growth management? - FAQ

How could it have come down to this – how could I have forgotten so quickly?

When did I lose my sense of commitment and responsibility? Basically, this is the truth – after several years of living in a run-down, rust-belt dump, I find myself on academic leave in Rome, sitting atop the Janiculum Hill with a view over the city of Rome. In a way, I feel like an urban hermit. I've arrived in Mecca.

If this is what is supposed to happen to me now that I've arrived in Mecca.

Actually, it's far easier to go to church than to avoid it altogether.

After 18 years of complacent agnosticism in America.

I'm lazy now – I walk everywhere, and when I have to travel more than 20 minutes by foot, I rely on public transportation. I don't own a car or a motorino. I hid my driver's license in a drawer full of American items that I no longer use – I hate my picture anyway. I support the local economy even if it means having to go to five or six vendors at a time just to do my weekly shopping. I frequent the neighborhood farmers market and practice Roman dialect with the locals – "e'vi, st'alber'th!"

But I don't fight for new urbanism anymore – not even in Italy, where you look carefully you can find some dreadful things occurring. The simple truth is that the Baroque centers of Europe make it difficult for people like me to concern themselves with the sprawl that is spreading along major growth corridors and transportation routes, and chipping the peripheries of many cities and towns.

I have become a closet new urbanist, aware that the sprawl that is spreading along major growth corridors and transportation routes, and chipping the peripheries of many cities and towns.

I've even started getting to Mass on Sunday mornings, this after 18 years of complacent agnosticism in America.

Acturally, it's far easier to go to church than to avoid it altogether.

After 18 years of complacent agnosticism in America.

I've arrived in Mecca.

So I live well and remain out of touch. I'm an urban hermit. I'm a new father. I'm lost, literally and metaphorically, in a wealth of beauty and pleasure. But that's precisely why cities are so natural and wonderful, isn't it? I don't abuse it though – I returned to saying my prayers before I go to bed.
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The Reformed Urban Block: The Forgotten Modern Metropolis of 20th Century Urbanism

By Wolfgang Sonne

The most advanced urban movements of the 20th century seem actually to have been anti-urban. Even the famous models, such as Ebenezer Howard’s “Garden City” (1898), Bruno Taut’s “Dissolution of the City” (1920), Le Corbusier’s “The corridor street must be killed” (1925), and Frank Lloyd Wright’s “Broadacre City” (1935) have one thing in common: They all wanted to overcome the traditional dense city by replacing it with a new kind of landscaped dwelling entity. They all vividly promoted the destruction of the old urban fabric, with strong arguments according to different functions based on a more or less exclusive model of social life. Walter Gropius and Ernst May brought major consequences to urban design with their modern urbanism, and created a well-defined, high-quality urban block design. These ideas were brought to the scale of the whole city promises dense urban life and at the same time homey neighborhood dwellings.

A central task of modern urban design was to improve the housing conditions in the dense city. The appropriate model for the metropolis was the reformed perimeter block: an urban block, built up at its edges and thus fronting the street with an urban facade. But in the 20th century, one that contributes to a truly urban life and homey neighborhood dwellings.4

First attempts were undertaken in Berlin with the famous houses by Alfred Messel in the 1890s. Behind his picturesque and traditionist facades, large green spaces announce a real reform of metropolitan housing.2 The possibilities for building a whole neighborhood according to this model were explored in Hermann Jansen’s beautiful drawings for the Tempelhofer Feld near Berlin in 1910 (Fig. 1). In Jansen’s renderings, a well-defined “architectural square” is combined with a “recreational square”; the large uniform blocks with green courts have monumental openings to the public streets.3 These ideas were brought to the scale of a comprehensive city plan by Eliel Saarinen in his plans for Munich-Haag near Helsinki in 1915 (Fig. 2). Here the qualities of the reformed metropolitan housing block are distilled to an almost diagrammatic clarity. The building follows the form of the block precisely and thus emphasizes the role of the urban street pattern. Its facade radically develops the idea of uniform apartments in a democratic society through the strict repetition of one single element: the window with its remarkably simplified frame. And this conceptually endless facade is carefully terminated with monumental rusticated pilasters at the corners of the building, again fixing the building exactly within its urban context. Through very traditional means of brick, framed windows and pilasters, Fisker achieved a new kind of metropolitmonumentality of modern, daily life. But behind this explicitly urban facade, a large green court provides the inhabitants with all the necessities of pleasant residence: light, air and silence; trees and meadows; a beautiful and safe place to recreate and play. All the necessities, and nevertheless located in the city center.

Although the reformed perimeter block was designed for dwelling purposes, it provides the best model for accommodating also shops and restaurants on the ground floor, or offices on the upper floors. Thus it is the ideal model for a mix of different uses, and also the most sustainable model, as it can easily adapt to functional changes. Amazing results have been achieved with the design of such urban blocks in the early 20th century. Here the qualities of the reformed metropolitan housing block are distilled to an almost diagrammatic clarity. The building follows the form of the block precisely and thus emphasizes the role of the urban street pattern. Its facade radically develops the idea of uniform apartments in a democratic society through the strict repetition of one single element: the window with its remarkably simplified frame. And this conceptually endless facade is carefully terminated with monumental rusticated pilasters at the corners of the building, again fixing the building exactly within its urban context. Through very traditional means of brick, framed windows and pilasters, Fisker achieved a new kind of metropolitmonumentality of modern, daily life. But behind this explicitly urban facade, a large green court provides the inhabitants with all the necessities of pleasant residence: light, air and silence; trees and meadows; a beautiful and safe place to recreate and play. All the necessities, and nevertheless located in the city center.

The lesson of this history is twofold: First, there is a metropolitan scale for housing that forms a challenge to a world of urban spaces spreading out unsustainably into the landscape. And second, there is a tradition within 20th century urbanism that can be adopted by the new urbanism, one that contributes to a truly urban environment with positive architectural spaces, mixed uses, intensive city life and, nevertheless, good housing conditions. The question is not how to overcome modern urbanism in general; the question is which are the right examples to emulate. The reformed perimeter block is one of them.

Illustration credits:

Figure 1: Hermann Jansen, Tempelhofer Feld near Berlin, 1910. The reformed block at scale of the neighborhood. An “architectural square” is combined with a “recreational square”; large uniform blocks with green courts have monumental openings to the public streets.

Figure 2: Eliel Saarinen, Munich-Haag near Helsinki, 1919. The reformed block at scale of a comprehensive city plan. The whole city promises dense urban life and at the same time homey neighborhood dwellings.
Endnotes

1 For an alternative reading of the history of urban design in 20th century see the exhibition Culture of Urbanity: Traditions of Center Planning in 20th Century Urbanism, ed. by Wolfgang Sonne, Zurich 2000; on the web: http://www.gta.arch.ethz.ch/phile/forschung/ausstell/ausstell.html, or http://web.bsu.edu/perera/IPHS/Exhibition/Pages/Exhibition.htm


12 Tobias Faber et al., Kay Fisker, Copenhagen 1995.
Baden Nord, Baden, Switzerland

By Igor Andersen

The "Baden-Nord" project is one of the largest brownfield downtown redevelopment projects in Switzerland; it aims to transform a former industrial area into a mixed-use neighborhood that integrates the needs of a big industrial company into an overall urban planning concept. The site is located in the city of Baden in the "greater Zurich area," the most dynamic economic region of Switzerland. About 16,500 inhabitants live in Baden, and there are more than 23,000 work places, which gives an idea of the importance of Baden as a regional work destination.

The industrialization of Baden began in the early 19th century, when watermills were built along the river to power textile factories. When the industries became less dependent on the river through the advent of electricity, the textile factories moved in order to allow for spatial extension of the city. Several new companies chose Baden as their site of operations. The largest and most important was ABB, one of the biggest industrial enterprises in the electrical field. First known as Brown Boveri & Cie (BBC) and founded in 1891, it became ABB in 1989 through the fusion of BBC with the Swedish company Asea.

In Swiss headquarters is located on a 23-hectare site in Baden that is roughly three times bigger than the city's historic center. The headquarters lie in the immediate vicinity of the city center, right on the other side of the railway tracks and main station – one of the most important transit stations in the greater Zurich area. With the fusion of BBC and Asea, a general reorganization of the company took place. It led to a reduction of industrial activities while focusing and reorganizing the company created a planning organization called "Chance Baden Nord 2005" to transform the industrial site into a part of the city.

This was the context when the cooperative planning process began. The city of Baden, ABB, and the Federal Railway company created a planning organization called "Chance Baden Nord 2005" to transform the industrial site into a part of the city. A competition for the master plan had been won by the architectural office Diener & Diener (Basel, Switzerland), and together they elaborated an urban development concept for the area. The planning process took five years and resulted in the approval by local parliament of a conceptual master plan ("Entwicklungsrichtsplan") in 1994.

The local regulations, the conceptual master plan, and the advantage of being flexible in its content, which was necessary as there were many unknown factors. At the same time, the master plan had a quite short administrative approval process, which allowed for quick and easy modifications when needed (actually, that proved to be very successful when a major change in the disposition of a plot was made in 1999). On the other hand, the drawbacks of such a planning tool is that it is only binding on the public authorities, not the land owners. To circumvent that problem, the authorities signed contracts with ABB in order to make the master plan mandatory (this was of course easier with one single owner).

The only planning procedure that remained before the building permit process was to elaborate a "sondermatschuplan" (specific plan) for each plot, allowing the city to ensure that the principles of the master plan were met.

The conceptual master plan is composed of 30 guidelines addressing four categories: 1) the masonry of existing buildings and land (to be maintained, renovated or replaced), 2) the open spaces, 3) the land uses and 4) the traffic principles and thoroughfare types. These guidelines share the following common characteristics:

- The significance of the site. Respect for the industrial heritage of the site ("genius loci").
- Respect for the industrial scale. In particular, respect for the industrial scale of existing buildings with their relatively large building volumes; the retention of flat-roof landscapes; and completion and/or conversion of existing structures (as far as possible) into closed or semi-closed courtyard ensembles with semi-private interiors and public exteriors.
- Tolerance of temporary buildings. Tolerance of and use of temporary buildings, parks and roads next to permanent construction (old or new) during the transitional period, with a goal of continued growth and diversification.
- Stages of conversion while retaining the existing grid of buildings and streets. This allows for almost any given transition from today's situation to a new one without adhering to a fixed sequence.
- Building lots. Subdivision into building lots of a size appropriate for investors.
- Mixed-use. A careful mixture of residential and business uses to obtain continuous daytime and nighttime activities.
- Public open space. Relatively small-scale public open spaces to ensure proximity to all building uses.
- Access. A reduced number of parking spaces in collective structures that are directly accessible from collector roads, leaving protected building frontages to pedestrians and cyclists. Highly attractive pedestrian and bicycle connections, in particular to the railway and rapid transit stations, streets and bus stops.

The local neighborhood streets (with the exception of the main streets) are designed to be multi-modal, with no sidewalks or fine detailing material. This has been explicitly expressed in the guidelines in order to preserve the industrial character of the area. Several new buildings have been put aside on a marred area with no specific articulation), and it has proved very successful as car drivers naturally adapt their speed to the presence of pedestrians. Note that there is no through traffic on these streets.

Besides the characterization of the guidelines, the partners defined the main structural data for the project. These included, for instance, the basic ratio for each plot of housing versus activities (for the whole area, the ratios were 3/6 housing to 3 office, industrial and civic); the amount of public open space for parks and squares to be transferred to the city without compensation (the owner is responsible for the cleaning costs of the soils); the maximum number of parking lots, etc.

So far, the transformation of the area is happening at a good pace. Here are some examples. A former manufacturing building has been recently converted into a new cinema (five screens) with two restaurants and a commercial/entertainment hall, thus preserving a beautiful example of industrial architecture situated right in the middle of the new neighborhood along the "Tatto Platz." A workshop built in 1905 and located along the main road now contains a restaurant on the street level with studios and apartments above. More than 120,000 square meters of office buildings have been built on the eastern section of the main road since 1993. Thirty thousand square meters of residential uses are currently in the planning process, and a competition is about to be launched for a new city school (3,000 students) in the northern part of the area. Meanwhile, industrial activity continues to be strong and ongoing.

There are four main good lessons to remember from this project:

- Since the beginning, the planning process has been conducted with all the main partners involved: the owner of the land (ABB), the city of Baden and the Swiss railway company (CFF). This partnership allowed full consideration of the main interests applying to that strategic location: ABB wanted more office space, the city wanted more housing, a new school and control of the traffic generated, and the Swiss railway company wanted to redevelop the railway station bordering the site into a new public transportation hub.

- The planning process offers a great adaptability in the plan while fixing the essentials that control the
Project Name: Baden Nord

Location: City of Baden, Canton of Argovia, Switzerland

Classification: Infill (brownfield)

Designer: Diener & Diener Architekten

Consultants: Büro ur, Ueli Roth (urban planning coordination)

Architects: Several

Developer: ABB Real Estate Ltd.

Design Date: 1994 (revision in 1999)

Construction Begun: 1994

Status: Under construction

Site Area: 23.2 hectares (57.3 acres)

Residential: 100,000 square meters (1.08 million square feet) housing approximately 2,000 inhabitants.

Commercial: 300,000 square meters (3.26 million square feet) including industrial, office, retail and civic buildings with approximately 7,500 employees.

Public & Civic Program: School (3,000 students), civic hall (for meetings, concerts, etc.), movie theater with entertainment hall, restaurants and neighborhood shops, 2,400 parking spaces maximum.
**Rue de Laeken: Building on Conviction**

By Joanna Alimanestianu

The rue de Laeken project sits on a major street traversing central Brussels, the rue de Laeken, in the heart of an office and nightlife district. By the late 1980s, the owners had been working for over 20 years on what to do with this site, what to build that would make sense. A.G. Insurance (now Fortis A.G.) owned this partially vacant, muddy piece of land primarily used as a car park. Occupying the site were decaying buildings and A.G.'s infamous metal-and-glass “Blue Tower,” built in the 1960s. This 12-story building aged poorly and within years manifested serious egress problems. Nevertheless A.G. still occupied it – yes, insurance employees! Interestingly, the tower was intended as mixed use, with offices as well as apartments, and had parking on its platform base. All the apartments had been transformed into offices long before I started working on the redevelopment of the site.

Christian Lasserre was the head of the real estate department at A.G. Insurance. With his guidance A.G. acquired numerous properties and buildings, becoming the largest private real estate owner in Belgium. Over the years, even before Lasserre's time, A.G. had repeatedly tried to come up with a viable solution for this site. Scheme after scheme was developed, all with mega-structures “à la ’60s-’70s”: one huge apartment building, one massive office building. During those years many skyscrapers were being built in Brussels with the idea of ultimately connecting all the second floors for pedestrians and keeping vehicular traffic and parking on the ground floor hidden beneath. The company was never convinced, and Lasserre even less so. “We just don’t feel comfortable with it,” they said. Luckily Lasserre relied on his instincts. He scrambled, did research – making it his mission to find a real solution. At this point he asked me if I would like to come help. So, though they had an architect, I became their consultant, first to design the master plan, then to lead the design process and represent the client.

Lasserre was also talking with The Foundation for Architecture, with its director, Caroline Mierop, and Maurice Color, its administrator. They were notorious fighters for the protection of Brussels’ heritage, to put a stop to its systematic demolition. Though they met with stiff resistance from the establishment – architects, developers and even the municipality – they were determined and outspoken, and were clearly making headway. It became obvious to Lasserre that the Foundation would be our perfect partner in this unusual venture.

**Program**

To build office space, A.G. was obligated by city law to also build housing. We were convinced that if designed properly, the housing could only be an asset to the block. The company essentially told me, “We want as much office space with large floor plates, as much parking as possible – and just do whatever is necessary for the housing along the rue de Laeken. Now run with it!” I created a small team and did just that.

We rather quickly realized that the Blue Tower had to come down. Convinced, Lasserre had already ordered its demolition when he asked me to announce it to A.G.!

We would replace it with a continuous, five-story, L-shaped building bordering the streets, put a park in the middle of the block, and put over 500 parking spaces underground.

Along the more commercial, lively street of the block, the rue de Laeken, the city required retail on the ground floor. They did not specify more. To us the typology was obvious: townhouses like those in the surviving wonderful old neighborhoods. To assure a “real” city street we realized that these houses had to be designed by different architects.

**Design**

A competition to select several architects became the obvious solution. The challenge was not only to find the best architects but also to open doors to a new generation whose training and professional choices had guided them towards the reconstruction of the traditional city.

We addressed the invitations to young European architects under 40. Close to 300 responded from all over Europe. We winnowed these down to 24 entrants, all small teams of two and four, few of whom actually had parcels almost identical to what had been there for centuries. We allocated two to each architectural team, offering rules. These rules were drawn up by a working team consisting of Brussels’ architectural authorities, resident associations and of course us, the organizers. Not only did all the entrants accept, but they also produced the most incredible work. We could have made many wonderful streets with all the projects we received.

Our team then invited an international jury of European professionals and laymen, all avid supporters of traditional planning and architecture.

The jury chose seven teams. Their choice was not only based on the quality of their individual projects but also on how their designs harmonized with each other. Once selected, we assembled their designs like a puzzle, with an eye to the total composition creating the ideal environment in which the buildings could thrive.

The jury chose seven teams. Their choice was not only based on the quality of their individual projects but also on how their designs harmonized with each other. Once selected, we assembled their designs like a puzzle, with an eye to the total composition creating the ideal environment in which the buildings could thrive.
Project Name: Rue de Laeken – Rue du pont Neuf

Location: Brussels, Belgium

Classification: Infill redevelopment

Master plan: Joanna Alimanestianu

Consultants: Fondation pour l’Architecture (residential program), Joanna Alimanestianu (architectural advisor), Ingenieurs Associes (structural), b Group (mechanical), Barbara Van Der Wee (restoration)

Architects: Joanna Alimanestianu (office design), Les Architectes Polak (office of record), Atlante s.p.r.l. (residential coordinating), Gabriele Tagliaventi & Ass. (lot 1), Atelier 55 (lot 2), Sylvie Assasin, Barthélémy Dumons, Philippe Gisclard, Nathalie Prat (lot 3), Jean-Philippe Garric, Valérie Nègre (lot 4), Javier Cenicacelaya, Iñigo Saloña (lot 5), Liam O’Conner, John Robins (lot 6), Joseph Altuna, Marie-Laure Petit (lot 7), Dan Kiley (landscape)

Developer: A.G. Insurance (Fortis A.G.); project conceived by Christian Lasserre

Design Date: 1989-1992


Status: Completed

Site Area: 11,100 square meters (2.7 acres)

Residential: 41 units (4,500 square meters)
- Apartments: 37
- Townhouses: 2
- Rear houses: 2

Commercial:
- Retail: 13 shops (970 square meters)
- Office: 18,000 square meter building and one second floor office (110 square meters)

Public & Civic Program: Central garden with multi-level parking garages underneath.
Järla Sjö

By Jerker Söderlind

I n 1996, Järla Sjö’s future was virtually settled. The design was a winning entry in an architectural competition of the previous year; all that was needed was formal approval from the Nocka municipal council executive board. Demolition of most of the Järla Industrial Estate, an industrial legacy of 19th century, was possibly only a year ahead.

At a public meeting, the then project leader, Kjell Jansson, said to the upset residents of Lillängen (“Small Meadow”); the adjacent neighborhood of detached houses; “Like it or not, the old buildings are going to be demolished. The technical and economic realities have to be accepted.”

The proposed scheme for redevelopment by Per Wigow of FFNS, one of Sweden’s largest architectural practices, had seven-point blocks down the western side of the site, similar to the neighboring 1970s area of high rises. In the center, new office blocks replaced most of the historic Turbine Hall and Machining Workshop, Foundry, and research workshops. On the eastern side of the site, adjacent to Lillängen, apartment slab blocks were proposed. City planners said they regretted that the dense and historically intact environment had to be replaced with a more standardized housing and office scheme.

The area was then populated with a multitude of medium and small businesses, from printmaking, advertising, glaziers, to artist studios, car repair, thrift shop and a low-cost, combined restaurant/art gallery/banquet hall.

In 1997, the ownership of the area switched to Oskarsborg as part of a major real estate deal. The new project leader was approached by urban planner Hikan Jerensius, who questioned the insensitive scheme (and also produced a film about Järla, as a way of preserving at least the memory of this unique place). Oskarsborg architect Vernon Gracie was asked to take a closer look at the scheme. Could the development level of 100,000 square meters be achieved with a more sensitive scheme?

The project leader decided that Jerensius and Gracie, in dialogue with antiquarians and neighbors, would have the chance to develop an alternative scheme – retaining as many of the existing buildings as practicable and complimenting these with new construction of an essentially low rise, high density type. The models used were the pre-modernist, Swedish, small-scale, mixed-use towns that today attract both residents and visitors, such as Trosa, Norralje and Stromstad.

Both schemes were put to public comment by the Nocka planning department – a most unusual procedure. Out of 70 letters of referral, all recommended the new Jerensius/Gracie concept. As a side benefit of this process, the time from approval of the plan to start of construction has been unusually short. The first lesson of this project could thus be: To avoid time- and money-consuming appeals, be sensitive to neighbors’ reactions, and present schemes that generate enthusiasm instead of anger.

The Småstaden Architectural practice (Jerensius/Gracie) is responsible for the plan, guidelines for development, architecture for new buildings, and landscaping.

All apartments are cooperative flats. Due to the political will of politicians to set (low) prices for rented flats, it is virtually impossible to build anything other than co-ops in Sweden in these days.

The scheme will ultimately have 600 single-family houses and flats, mostly in new development. Existing industrial buildings provide about 1,500 jobs, indoor parking, a gym, restaurants, school, five-day-care centers as well as the headquarters of the current property owner (Wihlborgs). The site is only 10 minutes from Stockholm city center, with excellent public transport (train and bus) sloping south towards the Järla Lake.

Most daily needs can be found within walking distance. A church-like industrial “basilica” is being reconstructed for a major furniture department store, Mio Möbler. The large machine workshop with its characteristic “sawtooth” roof and skylight windows to the north is being turned into the second largest bowling saloon in greater Stockholm. Both these buildings were previously considered “economically and technically beyond repair.” The principle for preservation of old buildings is a version of “reversed burden of proof”: The pulling down of a building – not its preservation – has to be strongly justified, for example by pollution, dangerous structural conditions, etc. The second lesson of the project could thus be that existing buildings that have lost their original function (industrial) tend to find and attract other uses (and users) solely by standing there as an open opportunity. Buildings sometimes generate unexpected purposes, beyond plans and the programming of content. Form does not automatically follow function, but function sometimes finds an unexpected form.

The plan pattern is a semi-grid, restricted and inspired by existing structures and trees. A traffic loop goes from the one entrance at the train station down towards the water, around the major industrial buildings, and back to the entrance. The street and the market at the entrance create a meeting place, a shopping space and a traffic space for different kinds of vehicles. It is a space for both working/living and people visiting and shopping.

A new street goes through an opening in the long turbine hall, to avoid the area being divided into two separate enclaves. Small blocks are inserted along narrow streets inspired by the generic courtyard plan characteristic of small Swedish towns. The Jerensius/Gracie plan originally connected an existing north-south street in the adjacent detached housing area (Lillängen) with the new east-west streets in Järla. This was stopped by the Lillängen residents, afraid of “through-traffic” in their area, so the new east-west streets became cul-de-sacs. Today, the Lillängen residents would like the streets to be opened up to make it easier to move to shops and facilities in the new area. Now the Järla inhabitants are opposed, afraid of “through-traffic.”...

My guess is that these streets will, eventually, be connected.

The grid pattern of the area is easily understood, with defined boundaries between public areas (streets, three squares, two parks, waterfront area), jointly-used...
Project Name: Järå Sjö

Location: Nacka community, close to Stockholm, Sweden.

Classification: Brownfield renewal

Designers: Håkan Jersenius, Vernon Gracie, Småstaden Arkitekter AB

Consultants: Småstaden Arkitekter AB (apartments, landscaping, masterplan, program) Swepro (technical management for infrastructure – roads, water, sewage, electricity, heating), ES Mentor (technical management for apartments and courtyards), Rombus AB and BHW arkitektkontor AB (refurbishing of old buildings), Nyréns Arkitektkontor AB (historic preservation).

Architects: Håkan Jersenius, Vernon Gracie

Developer: Wihlborgs Fastigheter AB, Riksbyggen, HSB

Design Date: 1997

Construction Begun: 1998

Status: Phases 1-4 completed, phases 5-7 under construction

Site Area: 10 hectares (25 acres)

Built area: 10 hectares (25 acres) including new and old development

Project Construction Cost: 1,000 million krona ($129.5 million), approximate cost for apartments, gardens, parks and courtyards; 500 million krona ($64 million), approximate cost for workshops, schools, offices and retail.

Residential: 600 units

Houses: 5
Rowhouses: 50
Apartments: 530
Live/work units: 15

Residential price range: 1-3 million krona ($130,000-$388,000) purchase price, 3,000-8,000 krona ($388-$1,036) monthly rental.

Commercial (square meters): 30,000 (323,000 square feet)

Office: 20,000
Retail: 5,000
Services, amusement: 5,000

Commercial price range: 1,500-3,000 krona per square meter per year ($18-$36 per square foot per year)

Public and Civic program: Three squares, two public parks, waterfront area with summer bath, one school for grades 1-9, five day care centers (for about 100 children).
The Quartier am Tacheles

By Duane Phillips

The project occupies the majority of an important block in central Berlin, bounded by Friedrichstrasse, Oranienburgerstrasse and Johannistrasse. It is the site of a war-damaged department store, now converted into a functioning arts center known as Kunsthaus Tacheles. The large central portion of the block, leveled through the combined efforts of the Second World War and the city planning department of the East German government, finally, after many years of negotiations with the government and the resident artists, is to be developed as an integral part of the surrounding neighborhood.

The project represents the 18th plan completed for the site within the past two years. A multi-stage competition held by the project developer – involving designers Rob Krier, Daniel Libeskind and Josef Kleihues, among others – failed to produce a design that fully satisfied the client’s programmatic requirements. As a result, Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company was invited to conduct a design charrette in closer collaboration with the developer Anno August Jagdfeld and Anna Maria Jagdfeld, assisted by the architects TsAO & McKown of New York and Heinrich Klutz of Berlin.

The resulting design differs from most of the previous projects in two fundamental ways. First, it treats the block not as an insular boundary enclosing a largely private center, but rather as an open network into which the surrounding city is invited to pass, both on foot and in vehicles, thus acting as a transition between the working class area of Spandauer Vorstadt and the historic center of Berlin Mitte. Second, although functional floor plans are provided – and certain architectural details are inevitably described in the renderings – the proposal anticipates that the eventual design of the site’s many buildings will be completed by many different architects in order to generate the authentic variety of an historic city. The architects were selected based upon their known sensitivity to designing within a historical context, as well as their ability to work together with other architects of similar views. Emphasis was laid on the creation of not only individual buildings, but of an ensemble. In order to ensure the compatibility of the ultimate result, a set of urban and architectural regulations have been provided, along with a selection of typical Berlin building types.

As visible in the plan, the site has been divided by streets into five sub-blocks. A fork on Oranienburgerstrasse creates an east-west passage that facilitates pedestrian access to a tram stop on Friedrichstrasse. From this axis, two streets run south to meet Johannistrasse, and another street runs north to access Oranienburgerstrasse through the large arch of the Tacheles building. While all streets are open to service vehicles, the western half of this network is designed to function primarily as a pedestrian route, particularly the passage to Friedrichstrasse, which passes through three building archways framing courtyards in the manner of the historical Berlin Hofe. The eastern half of the network will remain open to automotive traffic; removable bollards will be located at the Tacheles arch, at Friedrichstrasse, and at the seam between the two squares.

In addition to the Hofe, the plan contains several other public spaces, each with its own character. At the heart of the site, along the east-west axis, is a formal linear square lined with shops, with a planted center. Just to the west is another square, fully paved, that is shaped like the two adjacent Hofes, but expanded north to provide views of and passage through the Tacheles building. Understanding that the Tacheles artists would also desire more outdoor spaces, the area directly behind the building is divided into two additional courtyards.

Perspectives through the site are carefully designed. The archways connecting the Hofe provide a punched view of the entrance to the large triangular building on the Tacheles square – called the Flatiron building due to its sharp point. Upon reaching the square, one receives a framed view of the Post Office dome to the east. The point of the Flatiron building is also located so as to be framed in perspective as one looks north from Johannistrasse.

With the exception of two buildings, all of the structures contain ground-floor retail below offices, topped by several stories of apartments. (The retail is sometimes supplemented by a mezzanine and/or a lower story of shopping.) The exceptions are the easternmost building, a 170-unit hotel; and the building to its west, called the Tacheles Residence, a luxury apartment house in the spirit of New York. The Residence occupies its own block, with a private green at its center. Its ground floor contains retail and restaurants on all sides.

Rather than adhering universally to the 22-meter Berlin standard cornice line, building heights vary in response to the spatial and compositional requirements of the outdoor spaces they surround. A number of buildings are held lower, while certain key structures are allowed to exceed 22 meters to accentuate certain views and spaces, such as the main shopping square. The tallest building is at the center of the site – set back from Oranienburgerstrasse – where it lends emphasis to both internal squares. (Like the Flatiron building, it, too, is framed in perspective as one views it from the south.) In exchange for exceeding the 22-meter standard, the projects’ buildings offer something that has become rarer.

See PHILLIPS, page 48
Project Name: Quartier am Tacheles
Location: Berlin, Germany
Classification: Infill Redevelopment
Designer: Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company
Consultants: Duane Phillips, Architektur und Städtebau
Developer: Johannishof Projektentwicklung GmbH + Co. KG
Design Date: 1999-2002
Construction Date: 2004
Status: Building Approval

Site Area: 2.2 hectares (5.4 acres) including Tacheles building, Johannishof and Buildings 112 A and B
Project Construction Cost: €400 million ($473 million)
Residential: Approximately 24,000 square meters (258,000 square feet)
Residential Price Range (Initial Target): €5,000 ($5,900)
Commercial: 57,000 square meters (613,000 square feet)
Office: 40,000 square meters (including 220-room hotel)
Retail: 17,000 square meters
Public & Civic Program: Public squares/spaces for use as street markets, outdoor dining, art exhibitions, etc.

All images in this section courtesy of Duane Phillips and Duany Plater-Zyberk and Company
Rocester Town Centre

By Robert Adam

Rocester is a small town in the English midlands, in the county of Staffordshire. Although it is close by the huge industrial city of Birmingham, Rocester is in an area with beautiful rolling countryside that, like much of rural England, contains fine historic villages and towns.

This little town is unusual as it is right by the isolated factory of the one the largest and most successful companies in England, JCB—a worldwide name for mechanical diggers. This has been a mixed blessing for the town. While it has full employment, the proximity of the factory has depressed property prices and led to a decline in the quality of the environment, vandalism and crime.

There is a three-legged crossroads at the center of the village. The area around the crossroads was knocked down in the 1960s and old row houses and larger town houses were replaced with modular low-rise apartment blocks owned by the County Council. By the ’90s these had become so undesirable that only the poorest tenants would agree to live in them, and a spiral of decline had set in that affected the whole town.

The family owner of JCB, Sir Anthony Bamford, and the local council joined together to fund a limited competition to redevelop the center. We won this competition. The decline of the town was so great that the developer that joined with us could buy the land for one pound sterling.

Even with the gift of the land, the potential house values were so low that the first developer walked away, and we spent a year trying to find another developer who would execute the winning scheme. With each attempt to engage a new developer, the design and our control of detail were threatened. Eventually we joined with Miller Homes, which was committed to build out the scheme but reduced our authority on site.

The winning design demolished the apartment blocks and put back small two-storey row houses with small front gardens opening onto the street. A three-story apartment building acted as a focus terminating the main street. A row of shops was moved to the crossroads and a small public square created with a new “market cross.” This new, freestanding, covered pavilion was a type of historic market shelter typical in the area. It had seats and a single central stone column with a spiral inscription describing the development and its benefactors. The alignment of two of the roads was altered so that this pavilion could be seen on approaching the crossroads from each direction. The surface of the road was to be changed from tar macadam to paving in order to slow traffic and create a pedestrian-friendly environment.

Due to the very low anticipated sales values of the houses, the designs had to be very simple and the sizes small. Most houses had two or three bedrooms and none were larger than 1,200 square feet. The buildings and their details were based on a study of the historic buildings of the area. This part of the county had a long tradition of simple rectangular brick buildings with clay-tiled roofs. The houses and shops were all of a simple design relieved with doorcases and traditional dentil courses and cornice profiles at the eaves. Front gardens had picket fences or iron railings. Houses were grouped and their alignment varied to create a varied streetscape. Car access and parking was from the rear.

Initially we had enormous difficulty with the high-way authority, which was opposed to any realignment of the road and the use of any paving on the road on the basis that it would increase maintenance costs. We finally had to trade alignment for surrender on surface materials.

In the end, we even had to fight hard to win a battle for the use of real stone paving on the pedestrian square.

The realignment of the road had to be undertaken before any house building could commence, and the cost of this work combined with the poor reputation of the village and predicted house prices put the developer at considerable risk as construction work began. In order to allow the shopkeepers to move before their shops in the old apartment buildings were demolished, the shops had to be built in the first phase. The shopkeepers were the tenants of the local council and on very low protected rents. The shops had a negative value to the developer. The phasing also meant that the first phase had to be the row of houses immediately facing the road and the next phase of demolition. The sales of the first houses were extremely slow, and the developer became very nervous as the first houses came up for sale.

By the time the second phase was underway the situation had changed completely. The completion of the public square, the realignment of the road and the final removal of the apartments had not only transformed the immediate area but also changed the public perception of the town in the area. The second phase sold immediately and prices rose. The developer could have sold the last houses many times over.

Soon after the development was finished, some youths set out to vandalize the new market cross. Another group of youths stopped them. This was the turning of the tide in a town notorious for petty crime and vandalism.

New homes in Rocester.
Project Name: Rocester Town Centre
Location: Staffordshire, UK
Classification: Infill redevelopment
Designer: Robert Adam Architects and Bernard Blore
Architects: Robert Adam Architects
Developer: East Staffordshire District Council
Design Date: 1995
Construction Begun: 1997
Status: Completed
Net Site Area: 1.06 hectares (4.2 acres)
Residential: 47 units
  Houses: 37
  Apartments: 10
Commercial: 190 square meters (2,040 square feet) of retail space

Photo, above left: View of Rocester before redevelopment. Photo, above center: The new market cross. Photo, above right: View of Rocester Town Centre after completion of the master plan. A new apartment building serves as a focus terminating the main street.

All images in this section courtesy Robert Adam Architects
Townhouses in Brandevoort town center.

Brandevoort in Helmond, NL

By Christoph Kohl

A town for some 20,000 residents, on the outskirt of Helmond in the Dutch province of Brabant, has been under construction since 1996. As the property developer, the community of Helmond specified a design for a traditional Brabantian town. The development was intended to slow down the flight of the wealthier classes to the surrounding villages, if not halt it entirely, in spite of the 50 apartments per hectare required by the plan. Louis Jansma, director of the development company Bouwfonds, said that his most important goal during planning was to seduce people into moving to a place they would not have otherwise considered because of Helmond’s image, which was still negative at the time.

This project gave us the unique opportunity to design an urban body as a whole, which is to say a center and the neighborhoods attached to it. The sketches of the Brabantian towns show some of the Dutch town types that inspired our design. The following design phases give some indication of the many avenues of approach that were tried out before we arrived at the final design.

The Eindhoven-Düsseldorf rail transit corridor crosses the site, so the new town will have its own train station. The northern side of the site is bounded by a dual carriageway linking Helmond and Eindhoven. Ten kilometers south is the motorway to the Ruhr region. The site is therefore outstandingly located for interregional connections. In addition, a waterway that runs across the southern part of the site (that will be reconstituted for recreational purposes), a high-tension power line and a gas pipe also had to be taken into account.

The establishment of the road network was the first act in founding Brandevoort. As the initial starting points, we sought topographic features that we linked together so that the main roads were centrally positioned.

Without question, the station was to be placed at the top end of the town center. Thus the irregular form of the center fits into the narrow space between the railway line, the high-tension power line, the glacial spring and the subterranean gas pipe. An old country road runs in a soft curve through the town center, and the market place was situated perpendicular to it. This therefore resulted in a classic cardo/decumanus situation: the blocks are organized concentrically in a radial manner around the marketplace. The city gates facing in the four directions each have different geometrical compositions in order to facilitate orientation.

A canal flows north-south along the marketplace where the supermarket, other shops, a covered market, the church and the school are situated. This main square is flanked by irregularly angled lateral facades. Along the view axis to the north, the covered market catches the eye; to the south, towards the sun, the church forms the perspective point. Two important functions, the mercantile and the religious, form the respective concluding accents of the spatial figure.

The neighborhoods (there will be five by the time the last development stage is reached) are also designed as clearly-bounded urban districts, each with a network of hierarchically arranged streets and centers in the form of a town common. The central main street is more densely developed, while the surrounding blocks with free-standing duplexes or single-family houses are more widely spaced and generously planted.

One aspect of our urban design philosophy is the conviction that individual, differently designed buildings create a lively streetscape. Therefore, along a series of blocks there should never be two buildings by the same planner standing next to each other. Conscious exceptions form particular urban design figures in which the handwriting of a single designer is desired in order to stress the situation. For example, the city gates and the roundabout were designed by our firm. The participating architects therefore design many individual parcels on the basis of key features in the planning.

Every block will be subdivided in sensible units on the basis of typological ground plan studies that take into account as many framing conditions as possible. In conjunction with the image quality plan, this parceling serves as a working basis for the architects.

The specifications that are formulated in it guarantee implementation in accordance with the master plan, even over long periods of time; this is one of the most important instruments for performing the supervisory responsibilities of a master planner.

At the start of the design phase, every individual designer is made aware that he or she is designing within an ensemble. The specified program has to be fulfilled as exactly as possible, and at the same time, the planning of other design partners is not to be constrained.

In a representative comparison between 13 VINEX regions1 presently coming into being in the Netherlands, only Brandevoort was able to achieve the best marks in all categories – for example, sustainability, residential market and compatibility with the countryside.2 However, Brandevoort is not only the product of clever staging, but also the result of a new planning culture.3 Normally, the planning process in residential construction takes place in successive working phases: from the establishment of the planning goals through the structure planning to the urban design plan. Only after
Project Name: Brandevoort

Location: Helmond, Netherlands

Classification: New Town (center and 5 neighborhoods)

Designer: Rob Krier • Christoph Kohl Architekten; Wissing Stedebouw en Ruimtelijke Vormgeving B.V.; Paul van Beek Landschapsarchitect (landscape architecture)

Consultants: Grontmij Eindhoven


Developer: Community of Helmond

Design Date: 1996

Construction Begun: 1998

Status: Under construction

Net Site Area: 365 hectares (901 acres)

Residential: 3,000 units
- Houses: 1,500
- Rowhouses: 1,000
- Apartments: 500
- Live/Work Units: (Many houses have this possibility)

Residential Price Range (Initial Target): €130,000 - €350,000 ($154,000 - $414,000)

Current Range: €178,000 - €450,000 ($210,000 - $532,000)

Commercial: 7,000 square meters (75,270 square feet) of retail

Public & Civic Program: Two schools, kindergarten, market hall, sport facilities, scouting, center with facilities for the neighborhood.

Top: The master plan of Brandevoort, showing the town center surrounded by five distinct neighborhoods. Middle: A typical block and lot layout in a portion of the town center. Right: Detail of the town center. Several of the site constraints are apparent: along the top edge, the rail line; along the bottom edge, a high-tension power line and glacial spring.

All images in this section courtesy of Rob Krier • Christoph Kohl Architekten
By Javier Cenicacelaya

Recent years in Europe have seen the emergence of large-scale proposals for metropolitan growth that drastically transform the regional context. Some of the main features of these proposals are low density, tower blocks, large areas of non-functional land use and huge road networks. Perspective views of these follies show them placed in the heart of natural terrain, under the blithe influence of mother nature.

These proposals reflect an alarming situation and one which reflects a total lack of interest in creating urban environments. They result in the indiscriminate destruction of the rural environment, in built-up areas as well as farmlands and grazing land. They propose a complete separation and concentration of uses, resulting in an increase in traffic and travel from home to places of work, leisure and trade. All of these factors favor a model that is antisocial, extremely costly to maintain and ultimately unsustainable.

Unlike such planning approaches, the research project we have developed is committed to a model of city that is sustainable. This project focuses on the renewal of the degraded peripheral areas of Bilbao, establishing a methodology for dealing with the design issues of metropolitan areas with abandoned industrial areas (brownfields). It advocates metropolitan growth based on the valuing of urbanism, intensity or mixing of uses, high density, and the integration of newly-created neighborhoods into other pre-existing districts. Although the proposals are of a general nature and can be applied to any city whatsoever, the working area from which the examples were taken is metropolitan Bilbao, in locations at different points along the Nervion river estuary.

The cases chosen are seven areas in a sequence down the river, from the center of Bilbao to the sea. They have been selected as the most relevant from the point of view of land available. These packets of land, formerly of industrial use and close to the waterfront, have separated the existing city from the waterfront up until today. The project intends to reestablish the value of that city-water union.

Scale of the Intervention

Four scales of intervention are dealt with. Small-scale actions are concerned with one specific building and with strategies of architectural and urban design. Medium scale is concerned with groups of buildings capable of generating urban spaces (streets, plazas, etc.) and with strategies of urban design. Large scale is concerned with complete assemblages, such as districts, and with strategies of town design. Extra large scale is concerned with the full extent of the city or the metropolitan area. The regional scale (a province, including different cities with the rural land) has been excluded in this work.

As regards small scale, which is such a determining factor for defining what we call the texture of a district, the project deals with the most suitable typology for residencies. It takes as given that residential use (combined with others) is the predominant one in the make-up of urban design, and at the scale of a neighborhood.

Texture, as it is used in this work, is a tactile and visual concept. Texture is discovered by the hand, but also by the eye; it is the impression given by the arrangement of buildings when they are grouped. To provide empty land with texture means to fill it with buildings. So we could include a labyrinthine plan (an Arab city for example), or a grid, or we could fill it with isolated towers (separated small squares in plan) or we could include a set of parallel slabs, etc. When approaching empty space for the first time, the purpose and the usefulness of texture is to clarify the size of the area, and to understand it in relation to the human senses, touch and sight.

Which urban figures (or urban types) facilitate the reading of texture? A plan composed of circles, or blobs, or parallel bars, or a labyrinthine? Or a plan filled with traditional urban blocks, rectangular or square in plan? Obviously, for Europeans and Americans, it is the traditional grid. It may sound like a platitude, but judging from the present practice, it does not seem so.

The question, once a texture is provided, is how to define the most adequate or convenient size or set of sizes for those blocks. This is an issue in itself.

The block has existed since Hippodamus; more recently, our 19th century cities also have plans based on blocks. These have a large central courtyard with a perimeter formed of houses that are very deep. The distance from the street facade to the back facade is at least 13 meters (39 feet). Rooms may be placed at the front and rear facades, occupying 8 meters (24 feet) of depth. What to do with the space between the rooms, a distance of at least 13 meters (39 feet), with no possibility of functioning windows or natural light? Of course, 19th century designers needed to include small courts of 2x3 or 3x3 meters for light and ventilation purposes. They were then dealing with a flat of 8x20 meters (160 square meters, or 1720 square feet).

Now, we turn to our contemporary society, and...
**Project Name:** Degraded Peripheral Areas Study

**Location:** Metropolitan Bilbao, Spain, including the following sites:

- Olabeaga/Abandoibarra/Deusto in Bilbao
- Zorroza and Cadagua/Burceña (Elorrieta, and Zorrozaurre waterfront in Bilbao and Barakaldo
- Blast Furnace/Axpe Dock/Udondo Dock, in Sestao and Erandio
- Riverbank between Erandio and Lamiako, in Erandio and Getxo
- Port of Santurtzi/Amlucie Wharf in Santurtzi and Geixo
- The Abra in Santurtzi and Zierbena

**Classification:** Brownfield infill redevelopment

**Designer:** Center for Metropolitan Architecture; Javier Cenicacelaya, president and project organizer

**Consultants:** Eduardo Berasategui, engineer

**Architects:** Iñigo Saloña, Aitor Ibañez

**Sponsor:** Department of Territorial Management, Housing and the Environment, Basque Government

**Design Dates:** 1999-2000

**Status:** Proposed design

*All images in this section courtesy of Javier Cenicacelaya, Center for Metropolitan Architecture.*
The project deals with specific configurations (such as the closed city block: four slabs enclosing a courtyard but not meeting on the corners), heights and ground-floor plans. It includes tables of dimensions for different types of buildings with an analysis of those producing the greatest density.

We consider the ceiling that is contemplated in prevailing legislation, 75 dwellings per hectare (30 per acre), to be rather low. The project suggests multiplying this density by at least 2%, using 200 dwellings per hectare (80 per acre) as a desirable limit.

If we accept that the most suitable dwelling for contemporary living is the through-dwelling, that is, one organized from the street facade to the rear facade, we come up against depths in buildings of 11–13 meters. Adequate light and air for blocks composed of such shallow through-dwellings is guaranteed. There are many extant examples in Bilbao and other places. Cars are placed in underground garages, and green spaces are provided in parks.

We assign 100 square meters per dwelling, a fixed depth to the perimeter, eight stories of height, plus the semi-basement and blocks of varying dimensions. After a long series of mathematical simulations, we arrive at the maximum desirable density, which is a matter of fact not exactly 200 dwellings per hectare, but 190 (77 per acre). And we would require blocks of 40x60 meters.

With these assumptions, it is impossible to reach the high densities of Paris or Barcelona. Those cases have blocks with a much wider perimeter. It would, however, be possible to increase that density figure by going higher than nine floors, and with streets narrower than 18 meters (54 feet).

Mixed Uses

The cities we admire most in both Europe and the United States are those in which uses are mixed to a large extent. The development of mixed uses improves the neighborhood's quality of life. How can you speak of quality of life when, from early childhood, children have to travel long distances from home and neighborhood to school? Or when workplaces are all concentrated at one point?

If we create industrial parks (or “technological parks,” as they are known in Spain), we immediately produce traffic, plus the fragmentation of activities. Certainly, some cases have to be considered for a location outside the city. But we should avoid doing so, if possible.

The project proposes including industrial districts in the neighborhood. The workshops can be housed in industrial buildings, in what we could call “high density” buildings with several floors. These buildings would form part of the district’s layout. Large trucks cannot circulate freely in this type of district, they are restricted to certain routes. Traffic noise, and noise in general, is louder in a low density district. But this goes with the intensity of urban living.

The inclusion of industrial districts in neighborhoods sounds provocative, but it is not. In Bilbao we have – and still have a few – blocks with different floors used for different industrial activities: printers, clothes manufacturing, etc. The huge Berlin “mietkasernen” blocks placed industrial activities in the interior of the courts. That also happens in dominating the river denies the interrelation between what is natural and what is artificial; it denies the balance between elements of the environment. Human action must be complementary, reinforcing the territorial feature, protecting it, studying its limits, boundaries, and, in the case of the river, its banks.

(Referring to Bilbao, I recently wrote in an article for a book on Spanish urban proposals: “Tell me how you are dealing with the river border, and I will tell you the type of city you have in mind.”)

For the river we contemplate a section with embankments or borders in two steps. A lower step is capable of allowing one to board a boat, and a higher one creates a promenade. The Parisian “rivieres” provide the section. We find it in many other cities of Europe.

As far as the mountains are concerned, the Japanese policy of preserving mountains above a certain height seems valid to us. They then can be reserved strictly for leisure purposes. The Japanese do not build on the slopes of hills, finding that the land is unstable. The huge important step of texturing or structuring fills said skeleton with regenerates of areas. In the examples analyzed, texturing was carried out on the basis of a network of blocks. A different basis could have been used.

• Fourth: The density resulting from this texturing is calculated.

• Fifth: We start to “break” or alter the original texture when the different uses are included. Changes are introduced to account to territorial features, to specific vistas, etc.

• Sixth and last step: Those locations requiring more detailed urban design proposals are pinpointed, to bring them in line with the shaping resulting from step #5 and with the layout of existing infrastructure. The need for string new transport infrastructure may be deduced: bridges, traffic thoroughfares, etc.

Management

The last phase of the process having concluded, it is relevant to analyze the financial costs of implementing the proposals and the management arrangements.

This section would include economic and fiscal policies, reclassification of land, phase plans, funding, land development costs, etc. Also included would be the drawing up of necessary building and town planning codes.

The research project performed this analysis on only one of the areas, being more concerned with preliminary conceptualization and the process of design. We found the proposal to be feasible. The main costs lay in the correct definition of waterfront borders, which entails very important infrastructural work.

In summary, the research project focuses on strategies directed at the formalization of the physical city. This in no way implies ignoring the importance of other parallel and essential actions in the political or economic fields. However, it is our view that, after all, the measures necessary to regenerate a degraded area require physical, architectural and urban means to be carried out. To make this proposal possible in Europe, the authorities need to acquire a genuine interest in the city. If we can achieve that, we can achieve everything.

Analysis of block densities and configurations of perimeter dwelling structures.
Case Study: Proposal for Zorrozaurre
Including Zorroza, Cadagua/Burceña/Elorrieta and Zorrozaurre

Site Area: 89 hectares (220 acres)
Net Site Area: 71.2 hectares (176 acres)
Density: 190 dwellings per hectare (77 dwellings per acre)
Project Construction Cost (estimated): $3.5 billion
Residential: 13,538 apartment units

Residential Price Range (Initial Target): $300,000-$400,000 per unit

Commercial:
Office: 50,000 square meters (538,000 square feet)
Retail: 180,000 square meters (1.96 million square feet)
Industrial: 30,000 square meters (323,000 square feet)

Commercial price range: $1,500-$2,500 per square meter

Public & Civic Program: Parks and avenues, clinics, schools, cinemas, sports facilities and hotels.

FMV Shipyard, Fredrikstad, Norway
INTBAU Summer School, July 2002

By Matthew Hardy and Susan Parham

INTBAU's Scandinavian summer school was held in July 2002 in Fredrikstad in the south of Norway, hosted by Stiftelsen Byens Fornyelse (the Norwegian Foundation for Urban Renewal). Fredrikstad was the location for the “Fredrikstad Declaration” of February 1998, which bound European local governments to a sustainable environmental program.

The site examined by the participants comprised the large, abandoned FMV shipyard on the island of Krøkeroy, within the Fredrikstad metropolitan area. The island, currently only linked to the mainland by a single high-level opening bridge, contains large areas of low-density, post-war suburban development and provides access to the highly desirable Hvaler islands area further west.

The shipyard site had previously been the subject of a competition won by Norwegian architect Niels Torp. The existing plan placed a number of isolated low-rise apartment blocks in a large, park-like area, accessed by a single curvilinear cul-de-sac. A proposed city center bypass funded by the Norwegian federal government – which would cut the FMV site two – had been indicated as a high-speed highway in the competition-winning scheme.

However, the size of the site in relation to the city, and its difficult access without the federally-funded bypass, had led the local authority to place a freeze on any development of the site before the construction of a second bridge to the mainland as part of the bypass project. Participants in the summer school produced what was effectively a new urbanist counter-proposal to the Niels Torp scheme.

Following input from architect and INTBAU chair, Robert Adam, and by urban designer and director of The Prince's Foundation's Urban Programme, Paul Murrain, the summer school sketch master plan was further developed by consultant urban designers Dr. Matthew Hardy, secretary of INTBAU, and Susan Parham, a director of CAG Consultants, with the assistance of architect Arne Sødal of Byens Fornyelse.

Principles Governing the Developed Master Plan

- **Long term development**
  The FMV shipyard site represents a very large land area at the center of a small, slow-growing city. The form of development proposed can be built in stages over a very long period of time.

- **Commercial center**
  The design provides for an intense commercial center with “active frontages” along the bypass road, which in this scheme is treated as a commercial boulevard. The road and block pattern has been designed to support the creation of an economically viable commercial center.

- **Waterfront housing**
  The scheme provides a large component of harbor-front housing to cater for the local and Oslo housing markets: on a sheltered canal, on south-facing, semi-public harbor frontages, with long gardens to the north shore, all with privately accessible boat moorings. Our commercial advice indicated that these housing types are particularly saleable in this area.

- **Industrial heritage buildings**
  The large industrial heritage buildings are built in modular bays 22 meters wide, and are thus unlikely to be suitable for housing. We proposed that they be reserved for a range of land uses that could include innovative office developments using ecological design principles. Given their very large size and height, these buildings also create substantial shadows, and the large shaded spaces to the north and east of them are not suitable for housing development.

- **Development criteria**
  - Maximizing views to the sea
  - Creating publically accessible water-edge promenades (located along existing wharf edges)
  - Creating a centrally located retail node within walkable distance of the majority of the site
  - Preserving existing landmark industrial heritage buildings and structures
  - Preserving vistas along existing crane tracks to the historic ship building cranes
  - Placing housing blocks to maximize water views to the west and north, and to maximize solar access to the south and west

- **Industrial heritage buildings**
  The large industrial heritage buildings are built in modular bays 22 meters wide, and are thus unlikely to be suitable for housing. We proposed that they be reserved for a range of land uses that could include innovative office developments using ecological design principles. Given their very large size and height, these buildings also create substantial shadows, and the large shaded spaces to the north and east of them are not suitable for housing development.

Details of the Masterplan

Movement, Connectivity and Permeability

- **The primary movement corridor and intersections** have been located in line with assumptions about the movement economy. The corridor thus responds to the areas where most movement is likely to occur. We would propose that a detail study using Space Syntax analysis be made of the proposed road network to refine the scheme.
Project Name: FMV Shipyards
Location: Fredrikstad, Norway
Classification: Urban regeneration/Infill
Designer: INTBAU Summer School Participants, Matthew Hardy, Susan Parham, Arne Sødal
Consultants: N/A
Architects: N/A
Developer: N/A
Design Date: 2002
Status: Counter-proposal under consideration

All images in this section courtesy of Matthew Hardy/INTBAU.
**INTBAU, Transylvanian Village Development Workshop**

By Matthew Hardy and Susan Parham

The INTBAU Transylvanian Village Development Workshop was held in the medieval village of Laslea, administrative center of the municipality of Laslea, Transylvania, Romania, from August 30 to September 7, 2003. The workshop was organized by Stiftelsen Byens Fornyelse (the Norwegian Foundation for Architecture and Urbanism) and INTBAU, and undertaken in conjunction with the Norwegian Directorate for Cultural Heritage. This government agency is running a three-year conservation and sustainable development project in the district known as PREM (Preparing a Romanian Village for European Union Membership).

INTBAU is grateful to its collaborators including the Directorate, the local municipality and the British Charity, Mihai Eminescu Trust (MET), supported by HRH The Prince of Wales (who has visited Transylvania several times). MET in 2001 also published a report about the Saxon villages, written by Kim Wilkie Asso-sociate, with a foreword by His Royal Highness. Kim Wilkie’s report provided a useful basis for much of the data collection required to underpin the masterplan proposals. The masterplan is broadly consistent with the thrust of Kim Wilkie’s report.

Local partners in the workshop included the Municipality of Laslea, whose mayor and councilors provided valuable assistance and information. The local community gave generously in terms of both time and resources, and their hospitality and enthusiasm was greatly appreciated by the participants.

The workshop project was funded by The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Norwegian Directorate for Heritage, Byens Fornyelse and private sponsors.

**Background**

To most people outside Romania, Transylvania is a mythical place, associated with feverish images of Dracula, vampires, bats and castles. In reality, Transylvania is the fertile elevated plateau bounded by the Carpathian mountains which forms the center of the European country of Romania. Romania’s 22 million inhabitants have amongst the lowest per capita incomes in Europe. Poverty means that few chemicals are used, and the landscapes are rich in species – from butterflies and wildflowers to European lynx, bears and wolves – which have entirely vanished from much of Europe. Similarly, thousands of villages that the destructive planning of the 20th century has entirely passed by.

Romania will join the European Union in the next few years, and the landscape and villages will be subject to huge developmental and social pressures. With this in mind, INTBAU went to Transylvania to work with other charitable organizations to help one village plan for the future. The intention is to carry the planning work forward over the next two years to create a series of pilot planning projects in advance of the arrival of European Union funds.

**The Saxon Villages of Transylvania**

So-called “Saxons” (from the Rhein-Mosel region, near present-day Luxembourg) were invited to settle in Transylvania from the 12th century and initially established seven towns that controlled key routes and transport links. In ensuing centuries, the group developed hundreds of villages based on a medieval system of land division comprising a series of long narrow plots fronting onto a single, wide main street.

Each plot belonged to an individual villager, and houses were built in a distinct pattern (similar to the “side yard” typology) abutting the northern boundary with a series of rooms in an enfilade. This opened to a walled courtyard on the south, entered from the street through an arched opening. Behind the house, stables and barns closed the courtyard, beyond which the villagers established vegetable gardens, orchards and crops, typically finishing with a row of walnut trees. Behind the plots, on the upper valley sides, was located common land including pastures, terraces for grapes, orchards and hay, and managed woodlands on the higher hills. This pattern was maintained continuously over seven centuries.

**The Flight of the Saxons**

During World War II, Romania was occupied by the Axis powers. The retreating German Army in 1944 took some Saxons with it, beginning an exodus that accelerated during the ensuing 45 years of Communist rule. Impoverished Romanians fled to West Germany, which accepted all ethnic Germans under the still-intact racial purity laws of 1913.

After the collapse of the Ceausescu regime in 1989, most remaining Saxons took advantage of these laws and returned to Germany. Today only 10 percent of the post-war population of 800,000 remains. Those moving to the area now include Romanians moving from the cities after the collapse of state industries, holiday-home buyers and Roma people.

**Purpose**

The purpose of the workshop was to assist the long-term sustainable development of the Saxon villages, with emphasis on ecological tourism and organic farming. The participants analyzed the villages and produced a preliminary new urbanist masterplan for future development of the village, including the integration of heritage preservation and sustainable development.

The final masterplan will include design guidance for new traditional buildings inside the village and for those in future sustainable urban extensions. The masterplan is not only intended as a fixed plan for development, but also as a guide for the future of the region.

**The Charrette**

The workshop included a seven-day charrette involving the local community, in which an international team of 19 practitioners and students from Western Europe, Scandinavia, the U.S.A., Australia and India worked with 11 Romanian architects, conservationists and students, and with local councilors and citizens. Participants brought skills including architecture, urban engineering, urban design, town planning, regeneration, and property development, as well as expertise in cultural heritage and social science. INTBAU secretary and architect Dr. Matthew Hardy, U.S.A./Belgian architect/urban designer Joanna Alimanestianu and Norwegian architect/planner Arne Sødal led the charrette.

**See LASLEA, page 34**
Project Name: INTBAU Transylvanian Village Development Workshop

Location: Laslea, Romania

Classification: Infill and urban extension

Designer: INTBAU workshop participants


Architects: Arne Sødal, Joanna Alimanes-tianu, Matthew Hardy (team leaders)

Developer: Comune of Laslea

Design Date: 2003

Status: Masterplan design

Site Area: N/A

Residential: 92 units
  Houses: 40
  Rowhouses: 40 (side-yard typology to match existing)
  Apartments: 12 (renovation of existing building)
  Live/Work Units: 80 (all houses new and existing in Laslea are live-work)

Commercial: 300 square meters of office and retail

Public & Civic Program: New public market, youth center, building information and training center and public baths. Improvements to water supply and drainage. Renovations to public parks and streets. Flood mitigation work and environmental improvement of streams.

Above: The beautiful fortified high Gothic church in Malancrav, one of the five villages making up the Comune (Municipality) of Laslea. Photo: Krupali Uplekar.

Right: Sections through the village showing typical Saxon land use patterns. Drawing by Marius Sandu.

Left: Plan for the creation of a public square in front of the main church.
LASLEA, from page 32

Workshop Components
The workshop comprised a series of elements intended to inform the participants about key aspects of the region, its history, people and architecture. These included:
- **Tours** of the region’s architecture of Saxon houses and fortified churches with expert commentary from Romanian specialists;
- **Visits** to fortified churches and to Saxon houses renovated by the MET with William Blacker, Caroline Fernolend and Mihai Catrin, and to a model farm demonstrating sustainable “micro-farming” techniques managed by Wolfgang Raduc; and
- **datz** and farmed by Daniel Credu for the PREM project.

A range of lectures and briefings included:
- The theory of new urbanism in a European context, by Matthew Hately and Joanna Almamnestia;
- Planning in the region by architect Dorin Bolla;
- The history of Transylvania by Francisc Cozoran of the Romanian Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs;
- The ADEPT programme, by Nat Page and Sarah French;
- The proposal to establish a protected area by Jessica Douglas-Home of the MET;
- The Saxon churches of Transylvania by Senator Hermana Fatsa.

Public Consultation
There was an extensive public consultation program as part of the workshop, which was based in the Caminul Cultural (Cultural Centre) in the heart of the village, allowing citizens to drop in at any time. More formal events included:
- An evening public meeting attended by the mayor, Councillors and 140 citizens of Laslea, to hear from the community about local issues, problems and ideas for the future;
- An informal presentation of “work in progress” to receive feedback from the community on draft proposals, attended by around 30 residents;
- A public exhibition on the final evening of the workshop to present the proposed masterplan and supporting documentation and listen to community views.

During the workshop a questionnaire on attitudes to cultural heritage, commissioned by the Norwegian Directorate for Cultural Heritage, was conducted by participants under the direction of London-based planner/urban designer Susan Farthing, assisted by Terje Nypan of the Directorate. The results influenced the overall masterplan approach.

Data Collection
Participants collected a wealth of data about the community of Laslea, including:
- Landscape ecology and climate;
- Cultural heritage;
- Urban fabric (housing and other built form typologies);
- Services and facilities;
- Infrastructure (especially the key issue of water supply);
- Transport and access;
- Human activities including enterprises and employment, notably in traditional agriculture;
- Population profile and village identity issues; and
- Governance, planning and taxation structure.

Masterplan
The masterplan produced by the participants included the following key proposals:

**Landscape**
- An existing proposal for a conservation zone including the Saxon buildings, should be extended to the edge of the woodland surrounding the village, encompassing the streetscapes, houses, barns, vegetable gardens, and farm land comprising the cultural landscape;
- A biodiversity corridor and linear park should be developed along the river system.

**Houses and Streets**
- There are a number of households without shelter or suffering from very poor housing conditions. Houses that are not yet connected to gas, electricity and water should be connected as soon as possible.
- Assistance and training should be given to those in need of housing to meet their housing requirements.

**Urban Infill**
- Three sites to the west, east and north within the village, found suitable for mixed-use development, are shown on the masterplan. The balance between housing and other uses will vary as appropriate.
- The vacant site on the main street should be developed as a civic building to maintain the traditional building line and to close the vista termination at the junction.

**Urban Expansion**
- Participants proposed developing remaining fields within the village before developing outside. Three areas identified for sustainable urban extensions within walking distance of existing facilities are shown on the masterplan. Few citizens of Laslea own cars.

**Local Enterprise and Tourism**
- There is potential for local enterprises such as the village grain mill to be encouraged and expanded.
- Ecotourism projects including guest-houses and micro-farms should be supported and encouraged within the existing urban fabric. A current proposal for a chain of guesthouses in the deserted priest’s houses in Laslea and adjoining villages should be encouraged, with a tourism information center located at the general store.
- A center for building construction information and skills training should be developed in a central location within the village.
- An internet facility could simply be provided at the library, general store or café rather than relying on a public terminal.

More information can be found on the web site: www.intbau.org/Transylvania.htm
areas (courtyards in housing blocks, parking garages) and private areas (small gardens for bottom floor apartments, terraces, apartments, offices). Outdoor movement is concentrated on the streets, with separate pavement and curbside parking. Your car is either in safe custody in the garage or within view of your apartment. Parking areas are small and many, instead of few and large, and some have dual usage, by working people during business hours and residents the rest of the time.

Entrances to apartments and yards face the streets. People on the lower floors have small private gardens with patios. In the middle of the blocks are courtyards with common space for play and social intercourse. These secure yards are to the advantage of children; kitchens face the jointly used space, creating safety for children. Many of the houses have a private forecourt facing the street. Most living rooms face the streets, lighting up the public area at night when rooms are lit and television sets are on.

There is a mix of detached houses, semi-detached houses, terraced houses and apartment blocks. Around every courtyard there is a maximum of 40 flats, and flats within each block have different sizes to allow a mixture of age groups and housing categories. A rule of thumb has been that houses shouldn’t be higher than the crowns of the trees, as high houses make the neighborhord windy. The average number of floors is three. Low houses, courtyards surrounded by buildings, closed street rooms and plenty of vegetation create a good local climate and improve security, homeliness and social control. The distance between the buildings facilitates eye contact. You can say hello to your neighbor in the house just opposite.

Today, apartment houses are being built close to the water and along a pier out in the lake, with a restaurant and an old lighthouse constructed by the former Järla inventor and industrialist, Gunar Dahlén. A large restaurant with a gym at the entrance, together with small shops in a kiosk, a bakery, the bowling saloon and the furniture store, make the area more than just a housing/employment project. It has become a place with many reasons to visit.

The Järla Sjö project has attracted unusually high attention in the media and is seen as one of the model projects of the Nacka municipality. The added value of historical buildings, preserved trees and monuments (such as the restored brick smoke stack) is reflected by the generally high prices of apartments and office space occupation – despite the present economic recession with an excess of empty office buildings. The area is marketed as a small town with the slogan “liv, lust, gemenskap” (life, joy, community). It is sometimes seen as a part of the Södermalm inner city area that today is perhaps the most creative part of Stockholm, transforming from a low degree of preservation of historical buildings and traces in the ground/vegetation.

Strengths
- Good balance of new and old buildings, work, living and retail.
- High degree of preservation of historical buildings and traces in the ground/vegetation.
- In due time a rather high level of activities generating visitors, apart from living/working.
- A number of public spaces with different possible uses and attractions.
- Different rental levels, creating economic space for both high and less yielding companies.
- Small-scale and low buildings offering the same density as the first large-scale project.
- Integrated parking along streets – almost a “crime” in previous Swedish planning.

Weaknesses
- Only one architectural company designing all apartment/housing. But more housing architects will be used.
- Only one entrance, only one road connection, reducing the public realm and opportunities for real city life, shops, meeting places (which might change, see text).
- Only a few housing companies. But the number is increasing.
- No apartment houses (ownership only) – due to Swedish political policy.
- Apartment blocks a little too open for visitors, reducing the feeling of privacy/community.

On the other side, some points may need to be improved:
- Though there is a good mix of uses within the area of the project (although some more housing would have been desirable), each plot remains more or less single-use, more a juxtaposition of uses than real blending. Nevertheless, the guidelines ask for a more public orientation for residential projects bordering the main road, which allows, for instance, housing above restaurants or other public activities.
- The city has a hard time ensuring that enough housing is built, even though the ratio of housing has been mandated through the planning process. Right now, the development of office space is much greater than the construction of new dwellings. That situation is about to change, however, as a housing project of 22,000 square meters is in process.
- Even though the amount and location of the public places and greens have been determined through comprehensive planning, no guidelines have been prepared to ensure the coherence of these public spaces throughout the entire site. This is about to be corrected as the city prepares citywide guidelines for the design of public spaces.
- The main road passing through the development area is under the authority of the canton (more or less the equivalent of a state in the United States), and it has recently been widened to become one of the main access routes to the city. The size of the road and its design correspond to guidelines that are defined at the level of the canton’s authority; it has not been possible to adapt these requirements to the scale and design of this neighborhood.

Endnote
1 Bureau UR, “Building Nord: ARB Real Estate Ltd develops a new city district,” Building, 2001
the plan has been executed does the architect begins to design. However, if people are to be convinced, many steps have to take place in parallel. It was unusual that in this project simultaneous engineering took place. Urban designers, landscape planners, architects and civil engineers worked together with economists and advertising and marketing consultants. Thus Brandevoort is the result of a new planning culture that focuses on the citizen.

The building, development and marketing of the houses were taken over by Bouwfonds Eindhoven and De Compagnie Brandevoort, a merger between several local building enterprises. In their planning, both followed to the letter the image quality plan drawn up by the team of master planners.

The hope that this newly founded town would not be laden with the stigma of “stale novelty” has been miraculously fulfilled. Although Brandevoort is barely half finished, it promises to become urban in character. This expectation is heightened when one comes to know the residents personally; their decision to settle here is bound up with the desire to participate in the adventure of founding such a town.

Endnotes
1 City expansion locations following the “Vierde Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening Exter,” issued in 1993 by the Ministry of VROM.
the movement pattern to reinforce the retail center. In summer a large number of commuters travel between Oslo and the Hvaler Islands beyond Fredrikstad. This movement is perceived by townspeople as a problem, creating traffic congestion in the Fredrikstad city center. We believe that these traffic flows also provide a great opportunity to activate commercial uses on the FMV site in the long term when a proposed linking bridge and road are built. However, plans for the FMV site cannot assume the existence of this bridge in the near future. Accordingly, the road network has been designed to allow for movement during the initial phase with access from the west only, and for north-south movement in the future when the road and bridge links are built. The road layout has been designed to maximize permeability and connect more closely to the regional, subregional and local road network, allowing for a range of future possibilities.

- The bridge link is proposed to be located in the area envisaged in the Norwegian government proposal, but we propose a low-level bridge with a lifting central section to allow the creation of a ground-level boulevard through the site, with active frontages adjoining the existing buildings on the northern waterfront. This move also improves the potential for connection of the site’s street network to the subregional network to the south. As well as contributing to overall connectivity and legibility, it also provides the opportunity to create a street with active uses on both sides — vital for a functioning town center.

- In order to support retail viability and pedestrianization, more access points have been created along the main active street frontages. Greater permeability in this area is important to the economic and social vitality of the center.

- New roads have been at widths in line with traditional urban road dimensions in Fredrikstad. The building typologies proposed will create appropriate height-to-width ratios on all streets.

- The movement network has been designed to allow a reasonable degree of vehicular permeability and legibility while retaining a pedestrian-oriented promenade at the water’s edge.

- A ferry stop has been proposed in a location accessible from the existing service running along the river.

- The proposed road network allows the potential to create one or more bus routes through the redeveloped area.

Housing and Other Land Uses – Block Sizes and Density

- Small plot sizes – both retail and residential – have been proposed, especially in and around the center, to promote a fine grain and high intensity of active uses, and to allow sites small enough to permit small and medium sized local housing contractors to work on the site, rather than single large contractors for wide areas.

- Plot sizes have been based on the need to promote a variety of timber-framed house typologies on site. Plots are now of appropriate size to accommodate a range of sizes and styles of housing based on a realistic site. Plots are now of appropriate size to accommodate a range of sizes and styles of housing based on a realistic site.

- The movement network has been designed to allow a reasonable degree of vehicular permeability and legibility while retaining a pedestrian-oriented promenade at the water’s edge.

- A ferry stop has been proposed in a location accessible from the existing service running along the river.

- The proposed road network allows the potential to create one or more bus routes through the redeveloped area.

Housing and Other Land Uses – Block Sizes and Density

- Small plot sizes – both retail and residential – have been proposed, especially in and around the center, to promote a fine grain and high intensity of active uses, and to allow sites small enough to permit small and medium sized local housing contractors to work on the site, rather than single large contractors for wide areas.

- Plot sizes have been based on the need to promote a variety of timber-framed house typologies on site. Plots are now of appropriate size to accommodate a range of sizes and styles of housing based on a realistic commercial assessment of both local and Oslo housing markets.

- Specific locations, grain, scale and densities for mixed use have been developed including retaining a proposed school and relocation of the FMV football oval to integrate with that development.

- The overall density of the site has been arranged to suit the urban character and economic viability of the existing city center, rather than the surrounding low-density post-war suburbs.

- Service, commercial and industrial land uses including small scale boatyards and associated uses have been proposed in locations shaded in winter by the existing cliff face.

Existing Heritage and Other Buildings

- The road layout and block pattern, and the site density and land use patterns, have been designed around existing heritage industrial buildings to create landmarks or virtual termination points in the urban design schemes.

- Other existing buildings that house existing economic uses or present the possibility of economic use in future have been retained in the design.

Access to Water

- A canal is proposed to provide opportunities for boat mooring associated with individual dwellings, improving amenity provision and increasing the desirability of this housing and the viability of the development. The plan maximizes the quantity of harbor-frontage housing with private boat moorings.

- A continuous promenade is proposed at the water’s edge where existing wharf edges make this possible. Existing unconsolidated waterfront frontages have been allocated to private waterfront housing.

- Promenades and harbor-frontages have been placed on the desirable southern and western frontages wherever possible.

Harbor Frontages and Green Spaces

- Existing spontaneous plantations of exotic species arising from ballast deposits have been retained within the development.

Staging of the Development

- Redevelopment is proposed to be staged to allow establishment of the central part of the site before the construction of the federally-funded bypass and bridge.

- A ferry stop has been proposed in a location accessible from the existing service running along the river.

- The proposed road network allows the potential to create one or more bus routes through the redeveloped area.

Development Typologies and Coding

- The road layout and block pattern, and the site density and land use patterns, have been designed around existing heritage industrial buildings to create landmarks or virtual termination points in the urban design schemes.

- Other existing buildings that house existing economic uses or present the possibility of economic use in future have been retained in the design.

Access to Water

- A canal is proposed to provide opportunities for boat mooring associated with individual dwellings, improving amenity provision and increasing the desirability of this housing and the viability of the development. The plan maximizes the quantity of harbor-frontage housing with private boat moorings.

- A continuous promenade is proposed at the water’s edge where existing wharf edges make this possible. Existing unconsolidated waterfront frontages have been allocated to private waterfront housing.

- Promenades and harbor-frontages have been placed on the desirable southern and western frontages wherever possible.

Harbor Frontages and Green Spaces

- Existing spontaneous plantations of exotic species arising from ballast deposits have been retained within the development.

Staging of the Development

- Redevelopment is proposed to be staged to allow establishment of the central part of the site before the construction of the federally-funded bypass and bridge.

Development Typologies and Coding

- The road layout and block pattern, and the site density and land use patterns, have been designed around existing heritage industrial buildings to create landmarks or virtual termination points in the urban design schemes.

- Other existing buildings that house existing economic uses or present the possibility of economic use in future have been retained in the design.
that would attract people to stay for a long time.

belonged there and even more – large, well designed homes we needed to provide basic housing that felt like it always wasn’t quite right. On the contrary, we had to do quality, never get your money back."

families don’t want to live here; just build small flats for ket for housing down here. People are leaving the city the jury!

the Boguemister we actually appointed him president of the Boguemister of downtown also worked closely with the city, keeping them involved: sharing information and getting their opinions. We

Polak, who had been working on it for years! Putting in dumbwaiters in all the other buildings. Eliminating elevators did raise the question of how to get

through stairs with a caryatid, courtyard leading to the ground garage with an entrance and exit on the minor street, townhouses with different designs or expenditures for traditional details. We were told: "You’re being totally unrealistic; no one but a rich insurance company can build like this. If you really want to do something worthwhile, provide an example of great residences in one huge building, cheap and easy to build."

Construction

The new 18,000 square-meter office building that replaced the 12-story corner tower was tricky to build. A.G. wanted to keep its employees on-site throughout the process. I devised a phased scheme: Build both wings up to the corner tower, then move everyone out of the tower into these new wings, demolish the tower, and in its place connect the two wings, creating one large, continuous (A.G. requirement!) floor plate.

With my small team I then designed the building, continuously feeding Les Architectes Polak drawings – the facades, the plans, down to all the built-ins, the door handles, the signage … meticulously correcting their bid and construction sets before they went out. They resisted at first (they were modernists after all), but we managed to convince them that traditional design was more than feasible.

Simultaneously, the seven architects of the townhouses along the rue de Laeken were developing traditional designs and specifying traditional materials. My role was to represent the owner, to make sure the designs were marketable, the layouts convenient, etc. The person who really pulled it all together was Olivier De Mort, a partner of Atlante Architectes, preparing the bid sets and supervising construction of the different designs, and doing this in the most smooth and cost-effective manner.

While all this designing was going on, the A.G. real estate department kept us within a high but nonetheless middle-range budget. We all agreed to this challenge, we succeeded and even more: The housing looks and feels like luxury dwellings!

Conclusion & Evaluation

Rue de Laeken certainly had an impact in the architectural sphere, changing attitudes about what was possible in Brussels. But that change has not really reached the layman or the developers. One, the successes of the project were not publicized enough. Two, the weakness of the project is very blatant: continuously empty storefronts. Lasserre’s theory is that if stores are not leased before construction is finished, they probably will never be successful. Lasserre had the unfortunate (for the project) idea of leaving A.G. before making sure this happened! As a result now, eight years later, only one shop is rented, to a florist who has been there from the start. All the others are currently empty. The company says there is no market for small shops, that they were forced to include retail by the city and that it was a bad idea from the very start. The fact is that A.G. did not take on the challenge. Perhaps we are also to blame. We simply didn’t communicate our beliefs, our enthusiasm, in a way that the company could adopt our determination for success.

There were other mistakes. We should have encouraged retail on the other side of the Rue de Laeken even though it didn’t belong to A.G. We should have realized that if both sides of a street aren’t developed simultaneously, a street isn’t really a street. Also, the sidewalks should have been widened and the street width reduced.

While redeveloping a messy lot such as this, it is important to be aware of the qualities that make Brussels a wonderful city to live in, to work in, to just be in. Let the wonderful aspects of a city be an inspiration and then carry on that tradition. Though we were open to advice, we also knew when to ignore “professional” recommendations based on backwards-looking statistics and preconceived ideas. The success of this project probably lies in the fact that we persisted on the course that felt right to us.
Advanced Techniques in Urban Design
By Galina Tahchieva • Images by Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company

The material contained in this presentation has been drawn from the hundreds of projects designed by Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company over the past twenty years. The goal was to assemble a number of DPZ’s contributions to the collective knowledge of the new urbanism and present them as a set of useful tools. This article focuses on the algorithms, or step-by-step techniques for solving urban design problems. They are derived from empirical knowledge of what has and hasn’t worked throughout history. By presenting some examples of successful algorithms that have been employed by DPZ, we hope to continue to improve and refine the practice of urban design.

Some of these techniques are rational and objective; others may seem quite subjective, exotic or “baroque” in nature. There are two sides to urban design. On the one hand, it is a rational activity, based on logical principles that guide the construction of human settlements. But it may also go beyond the utilitarian demands for shelter, serving to address common aesthetic and spiritual values. Then it becomes a civic art, informed by the specific choices and combinations of techniques and historical precedents. Thus, urban design can be considered the science of building places that work and the art of creating places that feel good. It is critical that its practitioners be fluent in both approaches, that they possess a diverse repertoire of tools and techniques. This presentation seeks to demonstrate that urban design can be studied, analyzed and learned, both as a science and as a civic art.

Figure 1 (The first technique we will discuss is step-by-step regional master planning, using the example of Northwest Hillsborough County, Fla.)

The process begins with an analysis of the existing conditions. This site has been subject to active suburbanization for nearly 40 years. The negative consequences of this pattern include segregated housing enclaves, cul-de-sac and collector road systems, the absence of workplaces to balance the residential development, lengthy commuting, and a disconnected and not systematically secured open space.

The image to the left shows the present land occupation of piecemeal development and the discontinuous thoroughfare system, which together result in an inefficient use of land, traffic congestion, and wasted natural resources. The image to the right effectively illustrates the consequences of sprawl by providing a generalized representation of present (the lighter circles) and projected (the darker circles) areas of development. The projected population for 2020 is 39,000 people. Under current development patterns, which average 3 housing units per acre, the new residents will consume an additional 5,300 acres.

(Figure 2) The methodology used to allocate future growth in Northwest Hillsborough County is the Rural Boundary Model. It involves the following sequence:

Step 1. Delineation of the Reserves, which cover large-scale ecosystems that are to remain free of development in perpetuity, and the Reserves, which are envisioned for agricultural use or very low density development. The Reserves will transfer Development Rights for higher density to areas designated by the master plan.

Step 2. Creation of a comprehensive system of Open Space Reserves after the Transfer of Development Rights from the designated Reserves.

Step 3. Allocation of urban growth in the form of traditional neighborhoods (TNDs) and town centers (transit-oriented developments, or TODs).

(Figure 3) This drawing shows the areas intended for incentivized development or redevelopment. These areas are approved by the county, allowing developers to avoid the complicated and burdensome process currently required to gain building rights. The darker circles represent town centers, or TODs, which are slated for the densest development. TODs usually occur at existing malls or shopping centers that are well-positioned for transit, near light rail lines or major intersections. The lighter circles show the preferred areas for the construction of new TNDs or the redevelopment of existing ones.

The last map is a composite view, showing the finalized system of Reserves, TNDs and TODs together. A necessary continuation of a regional plan is the development of a series of typical conditions that may be used as models for future projects. A sequence of these is following.

Citrus Park Village is a retrofit of an existing neighborhood. Its sparse but well-defined grid is expanded to achieve connectivity with the surrounding areas and the open space. The proposed vehicular network is more rectilinear and urban at the center, becoming more organic towards the edges. Squares, parks, greenways and trails are arranged in a system of open spaces. The extraordinarily porous character of the plan ensures pedestrian accessibility to all natural areas and civic places.

A second retrofit model is a strip shopping center at a typical suburban intersection. The currently approved plan consists of a supermarket, shops and office buildings, with a large parking lot in the front and no connections to the adjacent residential neighborhood. The proposed alternatives to the existing site plan relocate buildings to mask the parking and to define the corridor between the highway and the road.

The strategies used to retrofit a conventional subdivision into a sustainable neighborhood may include the conversion of the entry collector into a main street lined with mixed-use buildings, the creation of a neighborhood square with a meeting hall terminating the main street, and the addition of new connecting streets. In certain situations, there is little incentive for developers to effect such a transformation, except in the event of collapsing property values in a subdivision as it ages.

(Figure 4) This rendering illustrates the existing entry condition of a typical suburban subdivision. (Figure 5) Transformed, it can become the beginning of a main street. Two pairs of mixed-use buildings replace the houses on each side, facing the street and forming places. Parking, while still conveniently accessible, is hidden behind the buildings.

The second phase of the Northwest Hillsborough County Master Plan involved a detailed Regulating Plan, based on specific property lines. Two of the included projects are highlighted below.

(Figure 6) One of the designated town centers is located on a busy highway. Embracing both sides of the road, it features a supermarket, high-density residential, offices, and shops. The urbanism is compact with clearly defined edges, preserving the environmentally sensitive area to the north. The fabric consists of perimeter blocks containing surface and structured parking in the interior. To the south, new blocks are seamlessly connected to the existing fabric and form a range of public spaces.

(Figure 7) The retrofit of a mall is a common way to accommodate a town center at a good location and with the necessary services. The Citrus Park mall was recently built and is still very successful. Therefore, rather than having it demolished, the proposal makes it an integral part of the fabric of the town center.

Historical precedents in urban design can be local or universal. Since it was difficult to find a relevant local precedent for a town center in Hillsborough County, the team used a universal precedent: the medieval village. The mall’s picturesquely designed main spine was kept and opened as a pedestrian passage. A street was carved out through the mall in north-south direction, and the parking lot was subdivided into blocks with structured
or surface parking. These blocks accommodate high-density apartments and office space to balance against the extremely high amount of retail space (which includes all of the mall’s existing anchors and shops). The waste of real estate previously given over to acres of asphalt was replaced by a dense urban fabric with thousands of feet of new public frontage.

(Figure 8) Santa Paula, a project in Campinas, Brazil, provides a good illustration of two urban design techniques:

- the use of precedent and the use of a rural loop.

The site is a former horse farm with a jockey club, beautifully organized tree-lined pathways, and three natural lakes. There are two major precedents that inform the design of Santa Paula. The first one is the typical Portuguese colonial town, with its organic and picturesque formal making standing in stark contrast to the Hispanic colonial grid of the Law of the Indies. The Portuguese towns grew organically along a main street, whereas the Hispanic towns always started from a central space, the Plaza Mayor.

(Figure 9) The second precedent is the garden city model. Barry Parker designed a series of these neighborhoods in São Paulo, among them, Jardim America, Alto Da Lapa and Bella Aliança. Exuberant public spaces, fluid geometries that were always related to the existing topography, and wonderfully landscaped streets are characteristic of these neighborhoods.

(Figure 10) The master plan of Santa Paula combines the two traditions—the picturesque grid of the colonial town and the fluidity and connectivity of open spaces inherited from the garden city.

(Figure 11) The second technique to be demonstrated in this project is the rural loop, or the rural weave.

The drawing shows the text phase of the project. Dense building types ring a system of large blocks or compounds that have quite regular and urban edges. A secondary, rural loop meanders and weaves through the middles of the blocks, creating a system of interconnected greens with small civic structures. This system was devised not only to accommodate the grain of the land—the irrigation canals and agricultural patterns. The squares, plazas and greens are modeled after local precedents that were carefully studied and recorded during the charrette.

(Figure 12) An aerial and street view of one of the internal greens.

(Figure 13) The Town Center of Cornelius, N.C., is an urban infill and a transit-oriented development. The project is a good illustration of how to design a town extension at a scale appropriate to the existing urban fabric and how to provide an adequate transition from an urban to rural condition. This transition, typical of traditional American towns, allows one to experience a rural, natural environment just steps away from the town square.

In Cornelius, the town center is designed around the future train station. Its physical components correspond to the sizes of existing blocks and buildings in the town adjacent to the extension. The blocks in this area are more generously sized to accommodate parking and civic uses. Shops with offices above line the main street and a square. After a block and a half, the larger building footprints begin to transition into townhouses and smaller apartment villas that run along the main spine of the plan, which is an existing rural road laid out by farmers. Toward the edges, the building types become single-family houses, the geometries of the roads become more like those of the outlying rural communities, and nature visibly permeates the fabric.

(Figure 14) The neighborhood center is a double square divided by a civic building. The urban fabric consists primarily of patio houses.

(Figure 15) A detail of a neighborhood with its clearly defined quadrants and public spaces. On the edges are community gardens and small-scale farmland.

(Figure 16) The neighborhood center is a double square divided by a civic building. The urban fabric consists primarily of patio houses.

(Figure 17) A comparison of the urban fabric of the three plans reveals three different approaches: Plan 1 (Figure 17), a grid overlaying the land with streets running up and down; Plan 2 (Figure 18), a distorted grid that conforms to the topography with streets sliding parallel to the topo-lines; and Plan 3 (Figure 19), which represents the most sensitive approach to the site, having the least interference with the natural conditions. (Figure 20) Another project with a challenging topographical condition is Jabal Khaidama in Mekkah, Saudi Arabia. The 30-acre site is among the last pieces of open land in the city but was not previously developed because of

(Figure 18) the 30-60 percent slopes. The master plan proposes a very limited network of vehicular streets overlaid with a dense system of pedestrian passages and paths. Tunnels are used for bus and car circulation, as is typical in Mekkah. The perimeter block typology is used to shape the public realm,
and parking is accommodated within the slopes with minimal requirements for cut and fill.

(Figure 21) The entrance from the north over two existing tunnels, with the village on the hill behind. The ramps are designed as aqueducts, common elements in the Islamic architectural vocabulary.

(Figure 22) A long way from Mekkah, the project in Louisville, Ky., demonstrates the technique of the spatial enclosure of a street.

(Figure 23) The Piazza Erbe precedent, when a street opens and then closes again, is a visual effect achieved by shortening the perspective. The irregularities of the design create a feeling of enclosure. (Figure 24) Though the real model is in a very dense urban environment, it can be implemented in a variety of situations and with various building types. In this case, the precedent is interpreted to fit the more regular building typologies.

(Figure 25) Winthrop Village is an urban infill in the suburban town of Brandon, Fla. The technique of interest is the hybrid of a big-box retail and a main street. A 60,000-square-foot supermarket was contracted before the charrette for the northwest corner of the property. A main street starts at the edge of the building with double-faced retail on the north side and shops with apartments above on the south side. This solution represents a symbiosis between a conventional shopping center and a main street.

(Figure 26) The pedestrian-friendly environment starts where the street becomes two-sided. The main street terminates at an attached plaza with a civic building.

(Figure 27) A sketch working with the real footprint of Publix. A thin, second story element is added – a cooking school, with a roof articulated in three segments. Its entrance is on one side, and a fire station is on the other.

(Figure 28) Odeion in Orlando, Fla., is a brownfield redevelopment. The interesting aspect of this project is the technique of assembling the commercial components of the plan, their relationships and spatial definition. The mixed-use core occupies the central part of the plan with a public access to the waterfront. The main street is along the central spine of the plan.

(Figure 29) Since different stores tend to cluster according to their specialization, retail zones were delineated at appropriate locations in the plan. The Convenience Retail zone (a market, dry cleaner, etc.) is attached to the neighborhood and is modeled after Lake Forest, Ill.; the Main Street Retail zone (two junior anchors, clothing stores, etc.) is modeled geometrically after Regent Street in London; and the Entertainment Retail zone (a movie theater, bookstore, restaurants, coffee shops) runs along the waterfront and includes a turbine intersection with two attached plazas on either side.

(Figure 30) Note the pedestrian passages to the park-
Shop and Awe: The Peril of American-Style Commercial Development for Europe

By Charles C. Bohl

This essay grew out of the rich exchanges I enjoyed with Europeans at both the first EuroCouncil in Belgium in April 2003 and during a series of presentations I made in Stockholm, Sweden, at the “City Streets, Main Streets and Meeting Places” conference sponsored by the Urban City Research Axsion Johnsonstiftelsen Foundation in Stockholm, Sweden, in June 2003.

In April, when I was invited to speak on the new town centers and main streets being built in the United States and Canada at the EuroCouncil, I was at once excited and anxious. The explosion of development involving pedestrian-oriented main streets and town centers in American suburbs, edge cities and low-density urban areas has been one of the most promising anti-sprawl trends of the past decade. In the United States, where over half the population resides in suburbs, and where large portions of our metropolitan cities are composed of low-density, single-use, automobile-oriented development, the emergence of mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented town centers has been nothing short of an epiphany. For all the excitement these projects have generated in the United States, however, they are pale shadows of the urban centers of historic towns and cities in the United States and Europe. What could our nascent efforts to build town centers possibly teach Europeans?

The answer, as it turned out, was that the United States has much to teach Europe.

During the opening sessions in the historic section of Brussels and the extraordinary medieval town of Bruges I listened attentively to presenters from throughout Europe. Several things became clear that revealed how important it is for Europeans to pause and take a long, hard look at the American experience and consider the devastating impact that laissez-faire commercial sprawl would have on European metropolitan landscapes and the European way of life.

First, the classic European town centers, market squares, piazzer and high streets Europeans prize and Americans flock to each year have not been models for new development in Europe for a very long time. The slab-urbs, modernist new towns, sprawl of single-use, multifunctional, car-dominated development, and the host development issues documented in the CEU Charter reveal the extent to which European development patterns have departed from the traditional European city over the past six decades.

Second, while the pattern of new development in Europe has long been sub-urban in character, long held policies aimed at protecting the integrity of historic town centers and high streets have gradually been relaxed and, in some cases, removed for periods of time, allowing for the rapid introduction of big box retailers and out-of-town shopping centers that have begun to echo the path of destruction that occurred in America.

The relaxation of retail policy in Britain produced an outcry from shopkeepers, elected officials and residents of historic towns and cities damaged by out-of-town competition. This led to a number of important policy papers and texts including Urban Villages (1992), published by the Urban Villages Group, and the UK Department of Environment’s Vital and Viable Town Centres: Meeting the Challenge (1994). U.S.-style commercial development has made significant inroads in the United Kingdom and much of mainland Europe, and has come to dominate new commercial development in Scandinavian nations.

Third, the examples of new urban European development presented at the Council revealed that the lingering self-consciousness and discomfort with traditional architectural style was leading to neglect of basic features of traditional building types. The typology of traditional buildings embodies timeless elements of storefront design and frontages that define urban retail streets and accommodate the convivial marketplace. As the CNUL Charter states, such issues transcend style.

Along with these warning signs is the knowledge Americans have gleaned in doing battle with commercial sprawl over the past two decades and through the modest successes we have enjoyed in reinducing the possibility of pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use town centers.

Shop and Awe: Warnings from America!

The lessons from America begins and ends with a warning: Conventional suburban retail formats that constitute a major portion of sprawl in the United States represent a voracious virus that, once introduced into the European fabric, will rend it and eviscerate the small scale, high-service shopkeepers that have been a cornerstone of European social and cultural life for ages.

A recent article on the rapid decline of small shops in Italy captured the “shop and awe” impact of American-style supermarkets:

“The number of supermarkets has surged 74 percent, from 3,696 in 1996 to 6,413 in 2002, says Confcommercio, an Italian business lobby. In the decade through 2002, the number of small food shops dropped 12 percent, from roughly 254,000 to 193,000, said Confcommercio, a small businesses lobby.”

Europeans need to look at the devastation, waste and placelessness of retail sprawl that has swept across the American landscape. American real estate developers have refined and perfected freestanding retail formats including: gas station/food marts; drive-through fast food restaurants, banks, liquor stores, and even espresso “cafe” larger formats that dominate retail trade including neighborhood- and community-scale shopping centers, regional and super-regional shopping malls, factory outlets, and power centers anchored by big box discount stores; and new formats that continue to blur the competitive boundaries in between those conceptual settings including lifestyle centers, urban entertainment centers and shopping malls anchored from real estate chains and city neighborhoods.

While American consumers have enjoyed an extremely wide variety of goods at competitive prices, these benefits have come at a cost, which Europeans must now decide if they are willing to pay.

In April, when I was invited to speak on the new town centers and main streets being built in the United States and Canada at the EuroCouncil, I was at once excited and anxious. The explosion of development involving pedestrian-oriented main streets and town centers in American suburbs, edge cities and low-density urban areas has been one of the most promising anti-sprawl trends of the past decade. In the United States, where over half the population resides in suburbs, and where large portions of our metropolitan cities are composed of low-density, single-use, automobile-oriented development, the emergence of mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented town centers has been nothing short of an epiphany.

For all the excitement these projects have generated in the United States, however, they are pale shadows of the urban centers of historic towns and cities in the United States and Europe. What could our nascent efforts to build town centers possibly teach Europeans? The answer, as it turned out, was that the United States has much to teach Europe.

During the opening sessions in the historic section of Brussels and the extraordinary medieval town of Bruges I listened attentively to presenters from throughout Europe. Several things became clear that revealed how important it is for Europeans to pause and take a long, hard look at the American experience and consider the devastating impact that laissez-faire commercial sprawl would have on European metropolitan landscapes and the European way of life.

First, the classic European town centers, market squares, piazzer and high streets Europeans prize and Americans flock to each year have not been models for new development in Europe for a very long time. The slab-urbs, modernist new towns, sprawl of single-use, multifunctional, car-dominated development, and the host development issues documented in the CEU Charter reveal the extent to which European development patterns have departed from the traditional European city over the past six decades.

Second, while the pattern of new development in Europe has long been sub-urban in character, long held policies aimed at protecting the integrity of historic town centers and high streets have gradually been relaxed and, in some cases, removed for periods of time, allowing for the rapid introduction of big box retailers and out-of-town shopping centers that have begun to echo the path of destruction that occurred in America.

The relaxation of retail policy in Britain produced an outcry from shopkeepers, elected officials and residents of historic towns and cities damaged by out-of-town competition. This led to a number of important policy papers and texts including Urban Villages (1992), published by the Urban Villages Group, and the UK Department of Environment’s Vital and Viable Town Centres: Meeting the Challenge (1994). U.S.-style commercial development has made significant inroads in the United Kingdom and much of mainland Europe, and has come to dominate new commercial development in Scandinavian nations.

Third, the examples of new urban European development presented at the Council revealed that the lingering self-consciousness and discomfort with traditional architectural style was leading to neglect of basic features of traditional building types. The typology of traditional buildings embodies timeless elements of storefront design and frontages that define urban retail streets and accommodate the convivial marketplace. As the CNUL Charter states, such issues transcend style.

Along with these warning signs is the knowledge Americans have gleaned in doing battle with commercial sprawl over the past two decades and through the modest successes we have enjoyed in reinducing the possibility of pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use town centers.

Shop and Awe: Warnings from America!

The lessons from America begins and ends with a warning: Conventional suburban retail formats that constitute a major portion of sprawl in the United States represent a voracious virus that, once introduced into the European fabric, will rend it and eviscerate the small scale, high-service shopkeepers that have been a cornerstone of European social and cultural life for ages.

A recent article on the rapid decline of small shops in Italy captured the “shop and awe” impact of American-style supermarkets:

“The number of supermarkets has surged 74 percent, from 3,696 in 1996 to 6,413 in 2002, says Confcommercio, an Italian business lobby. In the decade through 2002, the number of small food shops dropped 12 percent, from roughly 254,000 to 193,000, said Confcommercio, a small businesses lobby.”

Europeans need to look at the devastation, waste and placelessness of retail sprawl that has swept across the American landscape. American real estate developers have refined and perfected freestanding retail formats including: gas station/food marts; drive-through fast food restaurants, banks, liquor stores, and even espresso “cafe” larger formats that dominate retail trade including neighborhood- and community-scale shopping centers, regional and super-regional shopping malls, factory outlets, and power centers anchored by big box discount stores; and new formats that continue to blur the competitive boundaries in between those conceptual settings including lifestyle centers, urban entertainment centers and shopping malls anchored from real estate chains and city neighborhoods.

While American consumers have enjoyed an extremely wide variety of goods at competitive prices, these benefits have come at a cost, which Europeans must now decide if they are willing to pay.

The first and most damaging cost was the near obliteration of America’s historic main streets, town centers and downtown shopping districts. In the United States there were no policies enacted to protect existing downtowns and business owners from out-of-town competition. In fact, the destruction of town centers in the United States was subsidized by massive investments in interstate highways and bypasses that opened up millions of acres of land for development and literally redirected traffic around, rather than through, historic downtowns.

With this destruction came other costs, such as the decline and failure of downtown businesses including the types of small shops and family-run businesses that Europe still enjoys. The final cost is that communities become littered with carcasses of dead retail properties.

In the United States a relentless and ever-accelerating cycle of retail Darwinism has been created, one that has witnessed dramatic consolidation of business across market sectors including department stores, grocery stores, drug stores, book stores and home improvement stores.

In 1986, the top three discount department stores accounted for 61 percent of sales in their market segment; a decade later in 1996, they had 85 percent. By 1997, they had 87 percent, according to the International Council of Shopping Centers, a trade group.

It is much the same with drugstores, conventional department stores, and home improvement stores. In the consumer electronics industry, the top three firms had 15 percent of sales in 1986 and 31 percent by 1996. For just those three retailers, annual sales growth averaged...
17 percent a year during that time; all others in the business had an overall growth rate of less than 2 percent.¹

Research by the National Trust for Historic Preservation indicates that while the United States has shown that replacement of small local and regional businesses with national chains results in more of a community’s buying power leaving the local economy, as profits pass from local to corporate headquarters located in other cities, states and increasingly in other nations,² profits from the locally owned independent store, in contrast, largely remains within the local economy. This is consistent with Jane Jacobs’ writing in *The Economy of Cities* and the importance of import substitution for sustaining and rebuilding local economies.

The obsolescence of new retail construction is equally astonishing. During a trip to Starkville, Miss., I was driven along the out-of-town commercial strip where we passed town halls and corporate headquarters. Walmart stores built within 20 years of one another. Starkville, like hundreds of other U.S. towns and cities, has a retail archeology of hundreds of empty retail stores, devalued shopping centers and shopping malls that resulted when larger stores and more specialized retailing formats were built further and further from the city. The decline of America’s early suburbs is intertwined with the retail wreckage along these arterials and highways and is not limited to older suburban areas. In Memphis, Tenn., the ongoing construction of an outer loop highway has resulted when larger stores and more specialized retailing formats were built further and further from the city. The decline of America’s early suburbs is intertwined with the retail wreckage along these arterials and highways and is not limited to older suburban areas. In Memphis, Tenn., the ongoing construction of an outer loop highway has resulted when larger stores and more specialized retailing formats were built further and further from the city. The decline of America’s early suburbs is intertwined with the retail wreckage along these arterials and highways and is not limited to older suburban areas.

There are many in Europe who will point to the American obsession with suburban sprawl as the “architecture of the future” as an image of paralysis andesian expressions of the community as a whole; the “us,” versus the more collective expression of the community as a whole.⁶

We are currently in a recession, but the projects themselves are not very good at building specialized residential, office and retail projects, and reveals just how daunting it becomes to realize. The way back from the brink is to undo the damage wrought by large-scale retail chains and disposable commercial properties. Even our new town centers and main streets that strive to adopt traditional urbanism are largely populated by the same chain stores and restaurants that populate strip centers, shopping areas, and “out parcs” in sprawl. Quality of life is not voluntary tax themselves to build a building design that was very popular with the building design was very popular with the building design was very popular with the majority of Americans now actually prefer the idea of having an impressive (even “imposing”) building that would represent a collective expression of the community as a whole; the “us,” versus the more traditional urbanism are largely populated by the same chain stores and restaurants that populate strip centers, shopping areas, and “out parcs” in sprawl. Quality of life is.

The “Oppressive” Design of Southlake Town Square’s Town Hall
By Charles C. Bohl

The Euro Council, like CNV IV in Charleston, revealed just how difficult the issue of architectural style can be for Americans and Europeans alike. Following the council sessions, a visit was made to Stockholm, Sweden, where I gave three presentations, enjoyed the hospitality of the Swedes, and toured portions of pre- and postwar Stockholm. The dialog that took place revealed some important differences between the United States and Europe, between individual European nations, and between professionals and citizens regarding the extent of the style debate.

During one presentation I showed an image of the new town hall in Southlake Town Square (Southlake, Texas). Afterward, Jan Gehl, the distinguished urban open space researcher, asked “Why didn’t anyone talk to the architect about the oppressive design of this building?”

The association of traditional architecture and oppressive, authoritarian regimes remains strong in Europe, and (according to my hosts) perhaps stronger in Scandinavian countries. This perspective is very much a reflection of the architectural establishment, however, and not members of the public, who were acknowledged as embracing more traditional styles. My response was to point out the context of the Southlake Town Hall example, and to note some other general differences in the U.S. experience (below).

First, a bit of background: The city of Southlake is a booming suburb of over 21,000 people (up from 2,072 in 1980), many of whom have been transplanted from cities and towns from across the nation to take high-paying jobs in this corporate corridor between Dallas and Fort Worth. Southlake Town Square is an attempt to create a town center for a centerless suburb. The town hall building is four stories, 80,000 square feet, and houses the city government and a variety of other public agencies (police, public works and perhaps county government offices).

The American Experience
In anticipating the style discussion, I prefaced my presentation with the observation that “Americans, generally speaking, do not associate a pitched roof with fascism.” The association of traditional architecture and oppressive, authoritarian regimes remains strong in Europe, and (according to my hosts) perhaps stronger in Scandinavian countries. This perspective is very much a reflection of the architectural establishment, however, and not members of the public, who were acknowledged as embracing more traditional styles. My response was to point out the context of the Southlake Town Hall example, and to note some other general differences in the U.S. experience (below).

As we were across from the Swedish royal palace I also pointed out the huge difference between objections to classicism based on (tenacious) associations with fascism and objections to all traditional architecture, which encompasses all manner of local and regional vernacular traditions that represented the “architecture of the people” for five millennia.

Regarding the Southlake town hall building specifically, I noted that the citizens of Southlake had to vote on whether or not to impose a tax on themselves fund the construction of this $15 million building and that it passed easily – the building design was very popular with the people. One can assume that people would not voluntarily tax themselves to build a building that they consider “oppressive.”

Second, I noted that many (if not most) of our town halls and government agencies in suburbia are typically located in non-descript office buildings along busy arterials on land at the fringes of communities that were donated by a development firm. As was noted in the accompanying article, I added that while many architects and city planning decision-makers in Europe associated traditional architecture with fascism, that most Americans (non-architects) associates the term with oppressive totalitarianism.

Last I showed an image of Lake Anne Village Center, the original town center of Reston, Virginia built at the height of modernist planning and design in the United States. The irony of Lake Anne is that, rather than transcending the “oppressive” image of historic styles, the village center is now hopelessly trapped in time and has, in fact, been designated a local historic district.
not equivalent to cost of living, and the value of savings wrought from purchases of jumbo rolls of toilet paper at WalMart is not a perfect substitute for the social use value or the employment and community reinvestment value of corner stores and family-owned and run businesses. Cash-in the European way of life for cheaper underwear and 57 varieties of toothpaste instead of 12 is a myopic exchange and cuts to the heart of European apprehensions over the Americanization of their economies and cultures.

The Second Coming of the European Market Place

I do a presentation titled “The Second Coming of the American Town Center.” For the EuroCouncil I reinterpreted this as “The Second Coming of the Market Place,” for this is what European urbanists must bring about with respect to changes in retail practices that are already upon them. Is it not a question of turning back the clock; the genie is out of the bottle and Europeans will continue to demand opportunities to purchase lower cost goods and services. It is also likely that development on the outskirts of European cities will continue as the need for housing increases development pressures. This article, and most that discuss town centers, puts an emphasis on retail, but the way back from commercial sprawl involves confronting each piece of single-use sprawl – residential, office, retail, hotel, civic, light industry – and re-assembling portions of this in the form of traditional neighborhoods, town centers, high streets and market places.

To protect European town centers, market places and high streets at all costs, the United States offers pragmatic, hard-earned knowledge on how to begin reconciling the demands of modern retailing and large-scale commercial, office and residential development with the practice of urban place making. My book “Place Making” (Urban Land Institute, 2002) chronicles the first attempts to reconcile these opposing forces in the United States; I included several examples of this in my presentation at the EuroCouncil.

U.S. developers and designers have advanced rapidly to develop urban design and real estate strategies that adapt large-scale retail, office and residential uses to more urban formats. This has involved countless challenges to conventional practices and beliefs concerning parking, highway access and visibility, market acceptance of urban residential and office types, reconfiguration of big boxes to provide a street-orientation, and entrenched finance, development and management practices in a pure market-based system. Turning these conventional models around has been an impressive accomplishment and one that can inform the European struggles to adapt the now pervasive moves to introduce American-style commercial development.

Americans, on the other hand, still have much to learn from their European counterparts with respect to architecture, especially in cases involving the urban core. I highlighted the weak architecture of many U.S. town center projects during my EuroCouncil presentation. In the United States, the struggle to move from the low level of design skill and investment required for a conventional strip mall facade to those capable of creating a respectable urban retail architecture has been daunting and very much a matter of dollars over design. Without any assurance that a pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use format would succeed, developers were loathe to lavish money on architecture, and still decry what they consider excessive premiums paid for the architecture and design of new town centers. Within the short-term investment time frame of most U.S. developers, these are costs that can only be justified through greater public subsidy of town centers (something much more unusual in the United States than in Europe) or evidence of higher profits to developers (something yet to be established).

As the general quality of architecture in U.S. projects improves, the lingering issue for Europeans will concern architectural style. (See sidebar, “The Oppressive Design of Southlake Town Square’s Town Hall”).

In the United States we are just beginning to rediscover the possibilities for creating complex, civic-oriented, human scale market places. Some of our greatest inspiration comes from the historic market places and high streets of Europe. The new U.S. town centers pale in comparison to these great historic urban settings, but their stature grows when placed alongside Europe’s slab-urbns, town centers of new towns, and contemporary Eurosprawl.

In time the new U.S. town centers may evolve into richer, more complex urban places, but here, at the time of their birth, they are urban fragments (perhaps seeds) in a sea of sprawl. But each one also represents a real world learning experience in how to reconcile the age of the automobile, large scale retailing and other specialized development, and the realities of 21st century real estate finance and development practices. To that end they are experiments extremely worthy of further study on both sides of the Atlantic.

Endnotes

1 “The term “Shop and Awa” is a reference to the “Shock and Awe” campaign given to the U.S. assault on Iraq. The assault occurred in March 2003, one week before the EuroCouncil in Belgium took place.

2 “The term “Shop and Awa” is a reference to the “Shock and Awe” campaign given to the U.S. assault on Iraq. The assault occurred in March 2003, one week before the EuroCouncil in Belgium took place.


4 “Retailers Making Big Plans Despite Warning Signs,” The Record (Bergen County, NJ), May 16, 1999.


6 “The term “Shop and Awa” is a reference to the “Shock and Awe” campaign given to the U.S. assault on Iraq. The assault occurred in March 2003, one week before the EuroCouncil in Belgium took place.

A Warning to Europe: Traffic Specialists Will Destroy Your Cities
By Peter Swift, P.E.

The cycle of modernist ideology has left Europe, invaded America, and is about to return to its spawning grounds in a nefarious form—vehicle dominance. The idea of the building as a machine-stripped of ornament, functional and sterile, was extrapolated to urban pattern at the hands of CIAM. One of its members, Ludwig Hilberseimer, developed a simple, and deadly, “functional” system of street patterns that were adopted by American bureaucracies as the arterial, collector and local. This system has proven deadly to the pedestrian and to human scale urbanism. As shown in Figure 1 the regularized pattern concentrated traffic from cul-de-sacs to larger arteries in a lifeless hierarchy that glorified function over form. The brutal efficiency of this system was remarkably successful in conveying tons of metal carriages in a fast and direct manner from one concentrated residential district to another. The cheapness of this mode in moving goods and people to and from their activity nodes also bore a highly profitable auto industry, and is sustained by that industry. One of the progeny of this effort was the American Main Street as the replacement of traditional European shopping districts and neighborhood centers. Main Street America was quite functional for a period of time until the Euclidean zoning pews began to metastasize at the shopping mall. The cancer needed to be supplied with arteries extending through, and destroying much of classical pre-war town centers. As substantiated by recent research, Americans are getting fat and listless as their bloated bodies are transported effortlessly within two tons of Detroit steel through one rat maze to another. Our sub-urban places have spread in a kind of melanoma across the face of the countryside, guaranteeing that we are now constantly in the company of strangers while we shop and recreate. In an attempt to return our lives to some form of sanity we look again to pre-World War II models like the Garden City or City Beautiful Movement for guidance in urban design. We have gleaned the best of these techniques, but we also see vehicle dominance creeping across Europe. Many European cities are now experiencing redevelop- ment in the form of glass box buildings and arterial streets. The existing formal or ritual fabric is being replaced with modernist functionality. This trend will not abate unless action is taken to pre- serve the humanity of our older places. Americans have actively combated this condition for a couple of decades; solutions to several problems have been found in that experience.

The idea that walkable, mixed-use urbanism performs differently than conventional systems is beginning to change traffic engineering design standards. To have a walkable environment we must have a multi-modal environment. That is to say, the vehicle must coexist with pedestrians, bicyclists, the handicapped and transit. Narrow streets must be allowed. Current design regulations require that even residential streets must accommodate high design speeds. We have discovered that the frequency of injury accident rates increases exponentially with just a few feet of additional street width (Figure 2). In addition, the severity of injuries also increases exponentially with speed (Figure 3). When a pedestrian is hit at 36 miles per hour (60 kph), they die within 36 days of the accident. At 28 mph (47 kph) they can experience permanent neurological damage, severed spinal cords and the like. At 20 mph (33 kph) accident will cause minor abrasions and perhaps a crushed digit. We therefore design streets to operate generally at 20 mph. This means that streets must be relatively narrow. Fire fighters balk at such a condition. They have legitimate concerns about accessing structure fires in confined areas. The solution to this is to provide a connected network of streets and alleys, specific areas for the fire apparatus to operate and well positioned fire hydrants. A connected network allows for a multi-directional attack strategy. There will be a number of ways to approach the fire. The Uniform Fire Code states that there must be 20 feet (6.1 meters) of clear roadway not including parking. Parking is also stated in conventional sources to be 8 feet (2.4 meters) wide for parallel parking. This yields a required minimum of 36 feet (11 meters) for any street. This is an unacceptable width for traditional urbanism. A way to reduce the width of a street is to understand that a pumper truck will have at least 130 feet (46 meters) of hose that can be extended to the fire. This means that fire trucks can operate about 260 feet (79 meters) apart as demonstrated in Figure 4. So-called “red zones” that prohibit parking are established in areas that will experience high parking densities. Alleys are also a very efficient way of attacking a fire because they allow other two means of approaching the incident.

Another way to deal with this situation is simply to buy smaller vehicles. This is done commonly throughout the world. Many fire departments in the United States pay higher rates to those who operate larger vehicles. Perhaps it would be better to pay higher wages to those that use smaller apparatus.

Another element in traditional design is to look at thoroughfares with regard to their context. We know that, historically, context changes with land use and building type. The thoroughfare types must respond to context. The current classification of only three types (arterial, collector and local) is only applicable in a vehicle dominant environment. Consequently we propose to have at least eight types that change within the four urban Transect context zones (T3-T6). This results in having 32 thoroughfare types. This is a more appropriately complex typology that reflects a more complex urbanism. In America there has been a lot of discussion in the literature of Context Sensitive Design, Context Sensitive Solutions and so on. Many of these techniques are compiled in the NCHRP “A Guide to Best Practices for Achieving Context Sensitive Solutions.” Their definition of CSS boils down to vehicle management and compiling lists of neighborhood complaints. This is not context. It is a further affirmation of the evolving philosophy in the United States that conventional design techniques can address emerging sophisticated problems. It does not look symptomatically at the underlying dysfunction. Beware, those of you in Europe, of this inadequate strategy.
The Prince’s Foundation for the Built Environment

By The Prince’s Foundation

NOTE: The following is a preview of a final draft of the document prepared to help the public-at-large better understand the work of the Foundation. The next edition will provide more comprehensive and detailed information than what we are prepared to help the public-at-large understand in lay terms what we actually do. Also, by listing the principles we have simplified and integrated, we hope to build a common vocabulary between people that will enable us to talk with a greater degree of accuracy about matters concerning the built environment.

What is the Prince’s Foundation?

The Prince’s Foundation for the Built Environment is an educational charity established by The Prince of Wales to teach and demonstrate in practice those principles of traditional urban design and architecture that put people and the communities of which they are part at the center of the design process.

Why was it formed?

In 1989 The Prince of Wales published his book “A Vision of Britain” to highlight the plight of many of our towns and cities and the need for their sensitive regeneration. After two world wars, the practice of architecture and urban design in Western Europe was based on an evolving body of knowledge handed down from one generation to the next. This knowledge was founded on a set of carefully refined principles that, though articulated in different ways at different times, have remained fundamentally constant. No matter how each generation of architects and designers has interpreted these principles, whether it be the Georgian crescents of Bath or the Art Nouveau architecture of Glasgow, these principles continued to be observed because they recognized the needs of human beings and their rightful place at the center of the design. As our most successful cities so clearly demonstrate – through the proportions of the buildings, the way buildings relate to others around them, their density, mix of use and mix of tenure – they have a unity and a “humanity” about them. These cities have stood the test of time functionally, economically, socially and aesthetically. It is only in the last 30 years that these principles have been largely abandoned in favor of experimentation. The Foundation exists to provide a center of excellence where an understanding of the traditions of urban design and architecture can be fostered. Traditions are taught, not to replicate the past, but in order that lessons learned from the way people have historically chosen to build and integrate with their environment can be usefully informed and benefit the building of the towns and cities of today.

What does The Prince’s Foundation do?

The Foundation offers a flexible, highly-intensive two-year course that teaches and demonstrates in practice those principles of traditional urban design and architecture that put people and the communities of which they are part at the center of the design process. The Foundation offers a course that is considered cutting-edge and continues to be relevant to 21st century building practice.

What underpins the Foundation’s work?

From the fifth century to the 1940s, the practice of architecture and urban design in Western Europe was based on an evolving body of knowledge handed down from one generation to the next. This knowledge was founded on a set of carefully refined principles that, though articulated in different ways at different times, have remained fundamentally constant. No matter how each generation of architects and designers has interpreted these principles, whether it be the Georgian crescents of Bath or the Art Nouveau architecture of Glasgow, these principles continued to be observed because they recognize the needs of human beings and their rightful place at the center of the design. As our most successful cities so clearly demonstrate – through the proportions of the buildings, the way buildings relate to others around them, their density, mix of use and mix of tenure – they have a unity and a “humanity” about them. These cities have stood the test of time functionally, economically, socially and aesthetically. It is only in the last 30 years that these principles have been largely abandoned in favor of experimentation. The Foundation exists to provide a center of excellence where an understanding of the traditions of urban design and architecture can be fostered. Traditions are taught, not to replicate the past, but in order that lessons learned from the way people have historically chosen to build and integrate with their environment can be usefully informed and benefit the building of the towns and cities of today.

What are these design principles?

Many of these values, while relatively simple to express, can be complex to realize. The following values are developed from those set out by The Prince of Wales in “A Vision of Britain.” These principles help The Prince’s Foundation teach a common language with the aim of enabling different professionals to work together more closely and engage nonprofessionals in the design process.

- **Place** – Design that respects the complex character of a place and encourages people to consider its history, geology, transportation links and natural landscape.
- **Encourages** – Buildings and towns that respect their environment and that can be easily navigated.
- **Craftsmanship** – The care and attention with which a building is made reveals both the maker and the user and makes it likely to last and be valued by future generations.

The Foundation offers a flexible, highly-intensive two-year course that teaches and demonstrates in practice those principles of traditional urban design and architecture that put people and the communities of which they are part at the center of the design process. The Foundation offers an educational foundation for the public-at-large that teaches and demonstrates in practice those principles of traditional urban design and architecture that put people and the communities of which they are part at the center of the design process. The Foundation offers a course that is considered cutting-edge and continues to be relevant to 21st century building practice.

What underpins the Foundation’s work?

From the fifth century to the 1940s, the practice of architecture and urban design in Western Europe was based on an evolving body of knowledge handed down from one generation to the next. This knowledge was founded on a set of carefully refined principles that, though articulated in different ways at different times, have remained fundamentally constant. No matter how each generation of architects and designers has interpreted these principles, whether it be the Georgian crescents of Bath or the Art Nouveau architecture of Glasgow, these principles continued to be observed because they recognize the needs of human beings and their rightful place at the center of the design. As our most successful cities so clearly demonstrate – through the proportions of the buildings, the way buildings relate to others around them, their density, mix of use and mix of tenure – they have a unity and a “humanity” about them. These cities have stood the test of time functionally, economically, socially and aesthetically. It is only in the last 30 years that these principles have been largely abandoned in favor of experimentation. The Foundation exists to provide a center of excellence where an understanding of the traditions of urban design and architecture can be fostered. Traditions are taught, not to replicate the past, but in order that lessons learned from the way people have historically chosen to build and integrate with their environment can be usefully informed and benefit the building of the towns and cities of today.
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- **Place** – Design that respects the complex character of a place and encourages people to consider its history, geology, transportation links and natural landscape.
- **Encourages** – Buildings and towns that respect their environment and that can be easily navigated.
- **Craftsmanship** – The care and attention with which a building is made reveals both the maker and the user and makes it likely to last and be valued by future generations.

The Foundation offers a flexible, highly-intensive two-year course that teaches and demonstrates in practice those principles of traditional urban design and architecture that put people and the communities of which they are part at the center of the design process. The Foundation offers an educational foundation for the public-at-large that teaches and demonstrates in practice those principles of traditional urban design and architecture that put people and the communities of which they are part at the center of the design process. The Foundation offers a course that is considered cutting-edge and continues to be relevant to 21st century building practice.

What underpins the Foundation’s work?

From the fifth century to the 1940s, the practice of architecture and urban design in Western Europe was based on an evolving body of knowledge handed down from one generation to the next. This knowledge was founded on a set of carefully refined principles that, though articulated in different ways at different times, have remained fundamentally constant. No matter how each generation of architects and designers has interpreted these principles, whether it be the Georgian crescents of Bath or the Art Nouveau architecture of Glasgow, these principles continued to be observed because they recognize the needs of human beings and their rightful place at the center of the design. As our most successful cities so clearly demonstrate – through the proportions of the buildings, the way buildings relate to others around them, their density, mix of use and mix of tenure – they have a unity and a “humanity” about them. These cities have stood the test of time functionally, economically, socially and aesthetically. It is only in the last 30 years that these principles have been largely abandoned in favor of experimentation. The Foundation exists to provide a center of excellence where an understanding of the traditions of urban design and architecture can be fostered. Traditions are taught, not to replicate the past, but in order that lessons learned from the way people have historically chosen to build and integrate with their environment can be usefully informed and benefit the building of the towns and cities of today.
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Many of these values, while relatively simple to express, can be complex to realize. The following values are developed from those set out by The Prince of Wales in “A Vision of Britain.” These principles help The Prince’s Foundation teach a common language with the aim of enabling different professionals to work together more closely and engage nonprofessionals in the design process.
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- **Encourages** – Buildings and towns that respect their environment and that can be easily navigated.
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The Foundation for Urban Renewal

By Audun Engh

The Foundation for Urban Renewal was established on December 21, 1989, and has the following objects clause in its Articles of Association: “The object of The Foundation for Urban Renewal is to promote traditional architecture and the development of urban areas. This is done both in Norway and abroad through investigation, projects and the dissemination of information, through cooperation with other organizations with similar objects, through educational and advisory courses and study trips, and through other activities which are in accordance with the object of the Foundation.”

Basic Concept of the Foundation

It is self-evident that towns, smaller communities and buildings should be designed to enrich the life of the individual and to encourage constructive social activities among those who live there. But 20th century building development has to a large extent created chaotic towns, depressing architecture and communities destroyed by traffic systems. Solving these problems will require both creativity and renewed insight into the traditional methods of approach that have proved successful in the past.

Through its work, The Foundation for Urban Renewal wishes to contribute to restoring continuity in the development of building style and urban design. There is a need for a corrective to the desire of functionalism and modernism to break with experience and tradition. This is because modernism has created new problems rather than solving the challenges society faces with regard to architecture and town planning, and also because it is clear that traditional and local building styles appeal to a need that is deeply rooted in a great number of people.

Restoring contact with our architectural heritage can, for example, mean moving towards historical models through the use of the inspired design systems when building new developments in older parts of towns. Traditional architecture can provide a wealth of ideas and elements that can be used in diversified contemporary architecture.

But the point is not to reject all modernistic architecture in the same way that many modernists reject all traditional architecture. The objective must be to understand the strengths of architecture and urban design so that the best solution is chosen with regard to the case in question and the urban environment under consideration.

The goal of urban development must be to fulfill the needs of the residents, including social and aesthetic qualities. To ensure that emphasis is given to these needs, and to create a counterbalance to the desire of the developers, politicians and architects for self-realization, residents should increase their commitment and influence on decisions that will affect local environments.

Organization

The Foundation for Urban Renewal is organized as a nonprofit association directed by a board, with a manager who is responsible for getting the board’s decisions under way. The board is assisted by a committee that has approximately 15 members. This committee gives feedback on the Foundation’s projects and acts as a clearing house for new activities.

The work of the Foundation depends on support from private sponsors and public funds, e.g. cultural grants in connection with exhibitions and arrangements.

Tasks

Activities started by the Foundation include:

- Encouraging debates on architecture and town planning – We have arranged several discussion meetings in Oslo and Trondheim and have been active in public debates through newspaper articles and radio/TV programs.
- Exhibitions – The Foundation has organized several large exhibitions in Oslo and one in Trondheim. These have been in connection with the international touring exhibition “Urban Renaissance” under the auspices of the organization A Vision of Europe, and a presentation of Norwegian projects based on traditional architecture (e.g. Tullinløkka and Gamlebyen in Oslo, and Bakkelandet and Svartlamon in Trondheim). The Foundation participated a touring exhibition of traditional European town architecture from the 20th century called “The Other Modern.” This opened in Bologna in 2000, and included Norway and Germany in its tour.
- Lectures, courses and study trips – With architects and other interested parties as the target group, the Foundation has arranged guest lectures (including a lecture by Léon Krier), a study trip to England, and participation in congresses arranged by related organizations. We aim to run courses on the practical aspects of traditional architecture in the future.
- Alternative projects – The Foundation took part in the public presentation of the alternative project for Tullinløkka Museum Project; “Edvard Munch Hall.” We have also presented a project for the placement of the collections in the Norwegian Historical Museum at Sørenga in Oslo. During our exhibition in Trondheim in spring 1998, we showed our proposal for new dwellings in appropriate style for the traditional Bakkelandet neighbourhood in Trondheim. The proposal aroused great interest and contributed to the fact that Trondheim municipality has so far shelved its plans for a modernistic new development on the plots in question.
- Cooperation with local residents’ groups – Our general experience is that active resident groups almost without exception support suggestions based on preserving the distinctive features of the area and creating new developments in a style adapted to that of existing buildings. In connection with our proposal for the museum at Sørenga, we have been in contact with local organizations in Gamlebyen, part of Oslo town. In Trondheim we collaborated with the Svartlamon residents group to present their alternative development plan for the threatened district. We helped to finance the production of a video that was sent to all local politicians to put forward the residents’ view on the demolition plans. In the battle over the new development at Bakkelandet, we have been in contact with the residents association and have provided an exhibition and other input for their arrangements.

International collaboration – The Foundation collaborates with groups in other countries who have similar objectives. These include:

- The Prince’s Foundation, www.princesfoundation.org
- A Vision of Europe, www.ave.org
- CNU, Congress for the New Urbanism, www.cnus.org

Contact information:

Foundation for Urban Renewal (Stiftelsen Byens Forenyelse)
Sr. Clavs gate 9, 0165 Oslo, Norway
Tel +47.22.367110, +57.92622626
Fax +47.22.364993
E-mail: audun.english@broadpark.no
Web site: www.byen.org

Encourages: Longevity. The inspiration of generations of potential practitioners of building crafts as an art form.

Discourages: Quick-fix solutions and low-grade buildings that rely on assembly only.

- Public Space – A recognition that the design of public areas including “street furniture,” signage and lighting, is as important as the design of private spaces and should be designed as part of an harmonious whole.
- Community – The carefully facilitated, early involvement of the local community in order to create places that have a civilizing influence, which meet people’s needs, desires and aspirations, and engender civic pride.

Encourages: Harmonious and legible public areas.

Discourages: Visual intrusion and clutter.

- Community – The carefully facilitated, early involvement of the local community in order to create places that have a civilizing influence, which meet people’s needs, desires and aspirations, and engender civic pride.

Encourages: A proactive, holistic approach to planning.

Discourages: A reactive, piecemeal approach to planning and a compromised result.

What makes the Prince’s Foundation unique?

The Prince’s Foundation, together with its visiting faculty and associated network of practitioners, offers the only educational and advisory service in the fields of traditional urbanism and architecture in the UK. Its independent approach encourages design solutions based on common sense for the common good.

What has it achieved!

- Over the last five years The Foundation has been involved in over 60 urban design, architectural, regeneration, healthcare and heritage projects throughout Britain, and has contributed not only to the enhancement of their design and build quality, but to greater community involvement in the planning process.
- The Prince’s Foundation’s educational programs draw on its projects’ successes to offer a unique way of learning. Over 1000 alumni of the Foundation’s various educational courses now operate throughout the world, working to improve the quality of the built environment and disseminating the principles for which it stands.
- The Foundation has pioneered a number of design processes, including the “Enquiry by Design” process, which has been universally adopted as a cutting-edge tool for planning new places. This innovative and collaborative approach to creating communities promotes a higher quality of design and a smoother, quicker route through the planning process.
- For a number of years, the Foundation has been at the forefront of developing urban policy through its public

See PRINCES FOUNDATION, next page

Contact information:

Foundation for Urban Renewal (Stiftelsen Byens Forenyelse)
Sr. Clavs gate 9, 0165
Oslo, Norway
Tel +47.22.367110, +57.92622626
Fax +47.22.364993
E-mail: audun.english@broadpark.no
Web site: www.byen.org

Exterior of the Prince’s Foundation headquarters, in the Shoreditch neighborhood of London’s East End. Photo courtesy of The Prince’s Foundation.
SWIFT, continued from page 45

The final nail in the coffin of traditional American neighborhoods was the introduction of highways and overpasses and the subsequent development of the highway system. It allowed for the rapid creation of car culture that displaced the poor and old. There are two excellent examples of reconstructing a city that is a response to the problems of neighborhoods that were built during the same era and have since gone through existing urban fabric. The deconstruction divides and destroys the city. It redefines the city in terms of order and the recent creation of new cities in the United States has engendered a positive and active outlook. Indeed, this outlook is universal, regardless of size of parcel, location of the historic fabric. In both cases there has come alive with the reconstruction earthquake. That entire area of town has come alive with the reconstruction of the historic fabric. In both cases there have been no problems with traffic because they have reintroduced traditional thoroughfare types like boulevards and avenues. Other cities have explored ways to reduce traffic demand with transit, reduced parking, paid parking, and many other techniques under Transportation Demand Management strategies. This only touches on a few of the problems and solutions we have dealt with. So, to our friends in Europe and elsewhere, beware of the songs that are sung by modern efficiency and cheapness. As indicated in the floor plans and section of the program. These options still under consideration for the fifth floor alternative. A choice is provided between two models, the first proposing a 5-meter-high ground story, and a second model proposing a 6-meter-high ground story containing a partial mezzanine.

PHILLIPS, continued from page 20

It allowed for the rapid creation of an expanding urban structure and for the disposal of land to colonizers. It creates a sense of order and the recent creation of many such cities has not allowed sufficient time for the same pattern of random land division that creates variety even in the most ordered grids. There are, of course, exceptions, but these are mostly on the eastern seaboard. Cities such as Boston share many of the underlying characteristics of European cities: a response to topography, the complexity of unplanned progress and variety of land ownership patterns. What are the effects of these differences on urbanism in Europe and United States? The very recent pioneering background and creation of new cities in the United States is much more difficult to find or impose a pattern of land ownership and the response to topography studied, the historic built response to local geology recorded and, above all, the unique culture of the population recognised. While there might be some similarities, the likelihood is that each place will be significantly different. It will be a difference to which local people are highly and often unconsciously attuned and which incomers (even from the next county) can very easily miss. None of this is to say that there is anything about the urban experience in the United States that is necessarily of a lesser quality than the urban experience in Europe. Indeed, many of the above listed aspects of local character will apply in some degree or another to American cities. But the predominant urban experience in the two places is different. We must guard against the human tendency only to find what we recognise. New urbanism and the fledgling Council for European Urbanism, more than any other groups, should be sensitive to fine differences in the historic urban condition. They must understand the core differences between their areas of operation in order to work together and learn from one another. In this way we will best achieve our common and vital objectives.
International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture & Urbanism: Mission and Activities

By Matthew Hardy

The acronym INTBAU – for International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture & Urbanism – was a working name we used during the development period that stuck before any of us could think of something a bit more zippy. It sounds vaguely Teutonic, though my German friends say it sounds like the name of a scaffolding company. My mother, something of a Feminist, suggested “Vernacular” – the “V” connected to the mix to make INTBAU, but this was rejected by the steering committee and the acronym stayed. We’ll welcome suggestions for improvement but recognize that we have nearly three years of work published under this name, and that would be a difficult change to make with our limited resources.

The research project that led to the establishment of the International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture & Urbanism (INTBAU) was a working name we used during the research phase, which originally “did what it says on the tin” and studied the academic jargon of post-Modernism. Neverthe-

less, it felt, by an outdated formalized academic approach that stultified new work on old buildings and isolated research in academia. Thus the International Conference On Modernity Towards tradition, which I’ll mention shortly.

My research showed that there was no international organization aiming to do what we wanted to do. Existing international organizations were dominated, I felt, by an outdated formalized academic approach that stultified new work on old buildings and isolated research in academia. Thus the International Conference On Modernity Towards tradition, which I’ll mention shortly.

The International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture & Urbanism is an active network of individuals and institutions dedicated to the creation of humane and harmonious buildings and places that respect local traditions. Traditions allow us to recognize the lessons of history, enrich our lives and offer our inheritance to the future. Local, regional and national traditions retain the uniqueness of communities in the advance of globalization. Through tradition we can preserve our sense of identity and counteract social alienation. People must have the freedom to maintain their traditions. Traditional buildings and places maintain a balance with nature and society that has been developed over many generations. They enhance our quality of life and are a reflection of modern society. Traditional buildings and places can offer a profound modernity beyond novelty and look forward to a better future. INTBAU brings together experts who design, make, maintain, study or enjoy traditional building, architecture and places. We will gain strength, significance and scholarship by association, action and the dissemination of our principles.

During the research phase, we were advised by vari-

ous people not to use the word “tradition,” as the term was felt to play into the hands of our opponents who believed that tradition was a stuffy, old-fashioned-sounding word that was clunky. We thought differently and eventu-

ally decided that it actually defined our philosophy very

clearly, and that anyone who used or talked about “tradition” was an ally to us. In the end, the word stuck before any of us could think of something a bit more zippy. It sounds vaguely Teutonic, though my German friends say it sounds like the name of a scaffolding company. My mother, something of a Feminist, suggested “Vernacular” – the “V” connected to the mix to make INTBAU, but this was rejected by the steering committee and the acronym stayed. We’ll welcome suggestions for improvement but recognize that we have nearly three years of work published under this name, and that would be a difficult change to make with our limited resources.

The International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture & Urbanism (INTBAU) was a working name we used during the research phase, which originally “did what it says on the tin” and studied the academic jargon of post-Modernism. Neverthe-
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The International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture & Urbanism is an active network of individuals and institutions dedicated to the creation of humane and harmonious buildings and places that respect local traditions. Traditions allow us to recognize the lessons of history, enrich our lives and offer our inheritance to the future. Local, regional and national traditions retain the uniqueness of communities in the advance of globalization. Through tradition we can preserve our sense of identity and counteract social alienation. People must have the freedom to maintain their traditions. Traditional buildings and places maintain a balance with nature and society that has been developed over many generations. They enhance our quality of life and are a reflection of modern society. Traditional buildings and places can offer a profound modernity beyond novelty and look forward to a better future. INTBAU brings together experts who design, make, maintain, study or enjoy traditional building, architecture and places. We will gain strength, significance and scholarship by association, action and the dissemination of our principles.
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All too often, debate in Europe is characterized by separatism, exclusion and voiceless-ness, especially concerning city planning. What to do about it? An unusual array of different professions and positions came together during the first week of April 2003 in order to found the Council for European Urbanism (CEU), a Europe-wide network for regional and city planning. The EuroCouncil, an European-American initiative, was attended by representatives from most Western European nations, the United States and some Eastern European countries to this informal first assembly. Organizers toke part: Alain Maniez and developer Christian Lassere, the location of Brussels as the symbolic European capital, and Bruges for its exemplary urban planning, were chosen for the meeting.

The spectrum ranged from neoclassicist architects from Portugal and Italy, to the goldfather himself, Leon Krier, as well as representatives of modern housing developments in Holland and Sweden. Institutions such as the Prince's Foundation (United Kingdom), ITFIS (International Planning Historical Society) and INTRAU (United Kingdom and Norway), as well as individual architects, developers, sociologists, traffic planners and city regional planners came together, united by the belief that urban planning reform is necessary in a changing Europe.

Naturally, this was not a comprehensive grouping, nor were the representatives in any way legitimated by anyone. Instead, it was a cross-border reaction not only to the challenges inherent in the expansion of the European Union, but also to the changes occurring in the European cities themselves.

Accompanying the debate were the representatives of the American new urbanism, a movement founded 10 years ago as a reaction against suburban sprawl and the distortions of the United States. Of critical importance for the Europeans are the roles that have resulted out of this context in the different regions of Europe. The contraction and growth of population have resulted from migration, disused industrial and military sites that have resulted from the economic conversion of Eastern European countries. Of additional importance are the social questions that have resulted from migration, the ageing of society, and at the same time the contraction and growth of population in different regions of Europe. The initiatives, organisations and institutions that have resulted out of this context in several European countries are seen by the CEU as a basis for European reform in urban design. Despite certain beginnings in cross-border planning and cooperation, it is recognized that unfortunately many disciplines still work in isolation at all levels: individually, locally and nationally.

The Charter of the Council for European Urbanism (Note: The following is the first draft of May 2003. The Charter will be revised at the CEU meeting in Stockholm, November, 2003.)

Introduction

The Council for European Urbanism believes that European cities, their environment and countryside are threatened by development trends that cause:

- waste of natural and cultural resources;
- social segregation and isolation;
- the expansion of monofunctional uses/single use zones;
- the loss of local, regional and national uniqueness and cohesion.

Since the fall of the Iron Curtain, it has been recognized that the political, economic and social division of Europe must be overcome. The Council for European Urbanism believes that cities and regions will play a special and integrating role in this process. Their renewal will influence the development of a diverse European Culture.

The Council for European Urbanism perceives sees itself as being in the tradition of regional urban planning. It is appropriate that the CEU has been founded during the year that celebrates the 100th anniversary of the first Garden City, built in the United Kingdom. England, as well as the 100th anniversary of the death of Camillo Sitte, a pioneer in urban design. Both dates symbolize the rich European inheritance, linking the founding generation of urban designers at the turn of the century (1900), such personalities as Berlage, Corrádi, Saarinen, Menenon, Stobben, Urrwin or Wagner with the European Year of historical preservation 1975.

Until that year, a decades-long ruthless modernization of cities was often accompanied by suburban sprawl. Instead, Europe can look forward to the transition to a post-industrial stage of economic and social development after the fall of the Iron Curtain, and of the 18th and 19th centuries. Cities like Bologna and Kra django the standard in the 1970s by the preservation of their historical cores. Recently, Barcelona, Brugge and Lyon have continued this path and have elaborated it in order to increase traffic and public support for urban design in Europe. Events such as a yearly cultural capital can be selected by the European commission, and an architectural building exhibition can be held. Through such events, the question of which one deals with the heritage of the city can be demonstrated right and put into practice. An important factor for CEU is the theme that has arisen since the collapse of communism, that of dealing with the conversion of disused industrial and military sites that have resulted from the economic conversion of Eastern European countries. Of additional importance are the social questions that have resulted from migration, the ageing of society, and at the same time the contraction and growth of population in different regions of Europe. The initiatives, organisations and institutions that have resulted out of this context in several European countries are seen by the CEU as a basis for European reform in urban design. Despite certain beginnings in cross-border planning and cooperation, it is recognized that unfortunately many disciplines still work in isolation at all levels: individually, locally and nationally.

Preamble

We, the Council for European Urbanism, are an open network, where citizens of different backgrounds and professions, organisations from the public and private sectors, community and environment activists, as well as specialists from a wide range of disciplines can participate. Fundamentally we stand for the careful development and renewal of our existing cities and countryside in context with their regional identity, for the socially-oriented regeneration and appropriate redesign of low density suburbs and single function development into liveable, mixed-use neighbourhoods and communities, for the preservation of the natural environment and protection of our built heritage.

We support the reform of current public participation in city planning politics and practices in order to advance the following principles:

- Cities should be of diverse use and socially mixed, and should be easily accessible by foot, bicycle and car.
- Large cities and towns should have defined special and built boundaries and be influenced by accessible public space and facilities.
- Urban space should be determined through architecture and landscape design that respects local history, climate and environment, and which continues its historical evolution.
- We have prescribed as our responsibility the establishment of a dialogue between architecture, landscape design and community development through a wide participation of the citizenry during the planning and decision-making process. It is our opinion that a city planning reform should occur at three levels:
  - Region, City, Town and Countryside;
  - Suburb, Neighborhood, District, Corridor and Park;
  - Block, Street, Building and Garden.

Within this framework, the unique character of each region and the culture of the different regions of the European continent should be respected.

We support the following principles, which are based on the direction of the community politics, city and regional development, planning and environmental design.

Charter

1) Region, City, Town and Countryside

1) The region is a fundamental economic unit of the contemporary world. Government cooperation, public policy, physical planning and economic strategies that have resulted out of this context in the different regions ranging from growth to contraction must be weighed out within the regions.

Regions should set the example of trans-European cooperation in city planning, through which the tradition of cross-border planning and culture, as the European capital of culture or the European year of historical preservation, can receive new impulses.

2) Regions are finite places with geographical boundaries of distinctive parameters, such as topography, watersheds, coastlines, farmlands, regional parks and river basins. They are also defined through historical relationships and are recognizable as inhabited areas interconnected through a network of infrastructure.

The region is made up of multiple centres that are interconnected from region to region, each with its own identifiable characteristics.

3) The regions have a necessary role in the direction of the rural hinterland and natural landscape. The relationship is environmental, economic and cultural. Farmland and nature are as important to the metropolitan region as the garden is to the house.

4) Development patterns should not blur or eradicate the edges of cities.
This is of particular importance in deal-
with the necessary redevelopment of large industrial prefabricated housing areas, the so-called “Slab-Urbs,” as well as to the conversion of disused industrial and military sites.

Regions should develop strategies to encourage such infill development over peripheral expansion. The existing, intact inner-city areas of European cities should be protected and carefully renewed.

5) Where appropriate, new develop-
ment contiguous to urban boundaries
should be organized as neighbourhoods and districts and be integrated within the existing urban pattern. Noncontigu-
ous development should be organized as
towns and villages with their own urban edges, and planned for a balance of jobs, recreation and housing and not just as
bedroom suburbs. Gated communities
must be avoided through sensible alter-
natives, which still respect security and
public accessibility.

6) The development and re-
development of towns and cities should
respect historical patterns, precedents and
boundaries.

7) The broad and integrated design
of the cultural landscape should be en-
forced as part of the ongoing transition
of European agriculture into a regional
service economy. This applies not only
to follow agricultural land, but also to in-
dustrial, military and inner-city wasteland.

8) Cities and towns should bring
into proximity a broad spectrum of
public and private uses to support a re-
gional economy that benefits people of
diverse incomes. Affordable housing should
be distributed throughout the region to
match job opportunities and to avoid concentrations of poverty.

9) The physical organization of the
region should be supported by a framework
of transportation alternatives. Transit,
pedestrian and bicycle systems should
maximize access and mobility throughout
the region while reducing dependence on
the automobile.

10) Revenues and resources should
be shared more cooperatively among the
municipalities and centres within
regions to avoid destructive competition
for tax base and to promote rational co-
ordination of transportation, recreation,
public services, housing and community
institutions.

II) Neighbourhood, District, Corridor
and Park

11) The neighbourhood, the district
and the corridor are the essential elements
of development and redevelopment in the
region. They form identifiable areas that
encourage citizens to take responsibility
for their maintenance and evolution.

12) Neighbourhoods should be
compact, pedestrian-friendly and mixed-
use. Neighbourhoods are the smallest
units within a region. Districts generally
emphasize a special single use, for example
a nature park, industrial core or infra-
structure, and should follow the principles
of neighbourhood design when possible, or at least correspond with these special uses. Corridors are regional connections
of neighbourhoods, districts and even cities;
they range from boulevards and rail lines
\

13) Many activities of daily living
should occur within walking distance,
allowing independence to those who do not
drive, especially the elderly and the young.
Interconnected networks of streets should be designed to encourage
walking, reduce the number and length of
automobile trips, and conserve energy.

14) Within neighbourhoods, a broad
range of housing types and price
classes can bring people of diverse ages,
races and incomes into daily interaction,
strengthening the personal and civic bond
essential to an authentic community.

15) Transit corridors, when properly
planned and coordinated, can help orga-
nize metropolitan structure and revitalize
urban centres. In contrast, highway corri-

16) Appropriate building densities
and land uses should be within walking
distance of transit stops, permitting public
transit to become a viable alternative to
the automobile. Public transit needs to be
of good quality and offered at an af-
ordable price.

17) Civic, institutional and com-
mercial activity should be embedded in
neighbourhoods and districts, not isolated
in remote, single-use complexes. Schools
should be sized and located to enable
children to walk or bicycle to them.

18) The economic health and
harmony of European urbanism,
districts and corridors can be improved
through graphic urban design codes and
consensual guidelines that serve as
predictable guides for change.

19) A range of parks, agricultural
areas, green connectors, as well as play-
ing fields and community gardens should
be distributed within neighbourhoods.
Conservation areas and open lands should
be used to define and connect different
neighbourhoods and districts.

III) Block, Street, Square, Building
and Garden

20) A primary task of all urban
architectures and landscape design is the
physical definition of streets and public
spaces as places of shared use. The
design must reflect this as well as add to
the cultural heritage.

21) Individual architectural projects
should be seamlessly linked to their sur-
roundings. This issue transcends style.
Urban architecture should be diverse and
be receptive to the new. However, at
the same time, it should respect its history and
its urban context.

22) The revitalisation of urban
places depends on safety and security.
The design of streets and buildings should
reinforce safe environments, but not at
the expense of accessibility and openness.

23) In the contemporary metropo-
lis, development must adequately accom-
modate automobiles. It should do so in
ways that respect the pedestrian and the
form of public space.

24) Streets and squares should be
safe, comfortable and interesting to the
pedestrian. Properly configured, they
encourage walking and enable neighbours
to know each other and promote public
activities.

25) Architecture and landscape
design should grow from local climate,
topography, history and building practice,
and should harmonize with and enrich
the existing.

26) Civic buildings and public
places require important sites to
reinforce community identity and
the culture of democracy. They deserve
distinctive form, because their roles are
different from that of other buildings and
places that construct the fabric of the
city.

27) Gardens are an elemental part
of open space near to housing.

28) All building should provide
their inhabitants with a clear sense of
location, weather and time. Natural
methods of heating and cooling can be
more resource efficient than mechanical
systems. For heating and cooling, resource
effective systems should be used, includ-
ing, if possible, regenerative technologies.

29) Preservation and renewal of
historic buildings, districts and landscapes
affirm the continuity and evolution of
urban society. They form the essential
foundation for future development.

The Next Steps

Thus, the foundation has been laid
for the Council of European Urbanism (CEU).
The next meeting is scheduled
for November in Stockholm, Sweden.
The charter and list of projects
that incorporate the goals of the charter
are being prepared, which will stimulate
further debate.

Whether neoclassicist or Bauhaus,
developer or contractor, city sociologist
or concrete slab-block modernizer, all find in
these points of the Charter a basis for stra-
tegic reform. In particular, the openness
of the network to all who have an interest
in transforming urbanism is unmiss-
able.

No membership in a particular profession,
no stiltastic association, nor position in so-
ciety may determine who can participate.
First reactions to this draft show
that it not only stimulates the debate in
Europe, but at the same time initiated the
question of reforming the CNU charter.
This is a good example of transatlantic
cooperation.

The topic of the next CEU meeting
will be developing areas of "good mixed-
use" in cities. This aims to take up one of
the central challenges in urban develop-
ment of the 21st century: the abolition of
the idea of a "City by Function" created
by the modern age. Separation of the urban functions of living, working, relaxing and traffic has been propagated to a large
extent by the Athens Charter of 1933. It
is no accident that the problematic "City
by Function" becomes the central ques-
tion of the first conference of the CEU;
Seventy years ago the Charter of Athens
was announced and thus, the credo of a
"new urban planning," which continues
to have effects up to now, is born. It is
time for a radical course change.

In face of social and structural
stultification, especially of the slab-urbs,
but also of the immense flows of traffic
created by the idea of "City by Function,"
the call for an alternative becomes louder
and louder. "Mixed-use" seems to be the
solution. But is it really the solution? The
existing city of the industrial modern age
cannot be changed into a town of a type
known from the preindustrial age with a
single stroke of a pen. It is not possible
to revive the traditional town simply by
demolishing slab-urbs in the periphery
of Paris or Berlin. Approximately one
third of all European people live in the
separated suburbs. This represents one
of the greatest challenges to European
city planning, especially in Eastern Eu-
rope. Passing the charter in November in
Stockholm will not solve the problem in
any case. On the contrary, it will be the
beginning of the real task. Nevertheless,
the charter will be a solid foundation
for transforming European city planning.

The proposal of the CEU-Charter is
presented by the members of the CEU
German-Net: Harald Bodenschatz,
Harald Kegler, Karl Heinz Mischmeier,
Duane Phillips, Wolfgang Serber.

Contact:
Harald Kegler@yahoo.com
www.industriellen-gartenreich.com
www.dr.kegler.de
www.ichrette.de

Knight Program in Community Building
Pushing the Boundaries of New Urbanism and Smart Growth

The Knight Program in Community Building at the University of Miami School of Architecture addresses today's urgent issues associated with community building, including the complex problems of suburban sprawl and inner-city disinvestment. The program’s goal is to advance the knowledge and practice of New Urbanism and Smart Growth across disciplines through an innovative series of initiatives. The program is funded by the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, which promotes excellence in journalism worldwide and invests in the vitality of 26 U.S. Communities. The Knight Program extends the Knight Foundation's commitment to community service with a mid-career program of professional development.

Scholars
The Knight Program offers scholarships to promising students entering the University of Miami School of Architecture graduate program in suburb and town design. This unique program provides cutting edge training in the techniques of New Urbanism. Scholars take part in seminars, workshops, research and publications produced by the Knight Program.

Fellows
Each year, the Knight Program selects 12 mid-career professionals from diverse fields to take part in intensive community-building workshops, seminars and a charrette, while pursuing individual projects. Fellows are selected from fields such as architecture, planning, housing, community development, real estate, journalism, transportation and human services.

Publications
A variety of publications on topics of community building, smart growth and new urbanism are sponsored by the Knight Program. These include the quarterly New Urban Post, the semi-annual Design Council Report, books, journals and other material. The Knight Fellows' projects are published in case studies, research and journal articles on a variety of related topics.

Symposia/Charrettes
The program sponsors seminars, conferences and an annual charrette in a Knight city. Past seminars include the "Transect Seminar" at Yale University, "New Plazas for New Mexico" and "Civic Art 2002." The Knight Program's first charrette focused on the revitalization of an inner-city neighborhood in Macon, Ga. Its 2002 charrette was on the Evergreen-Eastridge area of San Jose and its 2003 charrette will occur in Coatesville, Penn.

Contact
Charles C. Bohl, Director
305.284.4420
cbohl@miami.edu
www.arc.miami.edu/knight

Key West Rooftops. Drawing by Martha de Quesada, University of Miami School of Architecture.
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